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Kentucky Windage

Fulton, 42041, Fultoli CountKentucky

What's with the Banana Festival? An
ominous quiet has descended over everything since SepteMber. .. a quiet broken by
rumors that there may be some out-of-town
obligations that have yet to be settled, with
recipients wanting to know why, and when.
If this is not true, I think that some sort of a
report should be forthcoming before any attention is turned toward the future.
We got it pretty straight in New Orleans
last weekend that any further Festivals
would have to pay their own way before one
particular contributor felt like staying on
the list. He talked pretty good sense: said
that his contribution ought to be going for
the "extras" instead of the basic housekeeping.

South Central Bell Telephone
Co. has gone to court in an
effort to have set aside the
decision by the Public Service
Commission recently denying
a lequested $14,8 million rate
increase.
The company filed an appeal
of the decision in Franklin Circuit Court and obtained a temporary restraining order preventing the PSC from enforcing
its decision.
, As long as the order remains
in effect, the company is free
to place its higher rates in effect, subject to later refunds
if new rates are denied by the
courts.
The possibility exists that
the issue, affecting the localphone charges for
service
531,000 Kentuckians, will go
eventually to the Court of Appeals.

We couldn't give him any answers; we
haven't heard.

.
Jo's
Notebook
I was saddened, as all of Fulton was, to
learn of the death of our good friend Mrs.
Dola Bard last week. Having left last Wednesday afternoon for a trip to New Orleans
to visit with my oldest sister, who is confined
to a hospital there, Paul and I did not learn
of Mrs. Bard's death until we were back at
the office on Monday morning.
,Spending as much time as I do in Hickman I somehow fail to keep up with a lot of
our long-time friends, and I miss this
camaraderie very much,although I am closely,assiciated with a lot of Hickman friends,
and am making a lot of new ones each day.
Yet,I c-annot help but pause today to refleet on the passing of Mrs. Bard and to recall how much she has meant to the real
charm of Fulton living, and to the enhancement of the cultural and religious life of our
community, especially in the field of music.
Her name was synonymous with the most
sensitive and beautiful art of playing the
piano. I recall so many of the "Evenings of
Music," staged by the Woman's Club, when
Mrs. Bard gave the audience a special delight in her performance at the piano. She
seemed so oblivious to the world around her
when she sat at the keyboard and brought
forth those compositions of the masters for
her own- pleasure, and for that of her
friends, and just as the compbser would have
wanted them repeated.
At the News on Wednesday, lending a
hand with the make-up, I picked up a very
small article that told simply of the funeral
services, the survivors, and the date and
time of her death.
I pointed out to Paul that this kind of an
obituary was not compatible with the prominence and the esteem in which this gracious
lady was held.
I called a long-time friend of Mrs. Bard's
and commented on the brevity of the article
only to learn that Mrs. Bard had written her
own obituary, and had even made all the
necessary arrangements for her funeral services.
As you Will recall Mrs. Bard's own
article said simply that she was a pianist and
an active member of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church. She mentioned her survivMoolliknad Os Paw)Six)
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Company Protests
Phone Rate Denial

U. Gov. Wendell Ford, third from .It, b•CIIIIN the first candidate Tuesday (1-5) to RIsi papers
for governor when he filed for the Democratic nomination for dm May 25th primary election.
With Ford ere his son. Steven, left, Exec. Audit. Bill Wester of Lexington. Ford's wife Jean.
to Ford's loft, daughter Shirley, next to her, and other members of thsi family. Secretary of
State MR. Ltila F. Begley, suited, received the papers.

Ford To Announce Platform
At January 30 Dinner
Emphasing his campaign continues to be a winning one,
Democratic Lt. Gov. Wendell
H. Ford last week became the
first candidate of either political party to officially file papers
for the 19'71 gubernatorial primary of May 25.'
At ceremonies
Jan. 5 in
the Secretary of State's office
here, Ford said, "I believe
there Is no doubt now that my
campaign Is a winning one and is
gaining strength daily as people
throughout this Commonwealth
realize that it is time to look
ahead to the opportunities of the
1970's, rather than turn the
clock back to the errors of the
Past."
"With this official .
ceremony, I rededicate myself
to learning the will ofthe people
of this state and putting that
will into progressive action,"
he said.
Signing his candidacy papers
were his brother, Reyburn, and
J. R. Miller, former Democratic Party Chairman of Kentucky who resigned last June
to support the Lieutenant Governor in his gubernatorial bid.
Both men are from Owensboro
as Ford is. Also on hand were
Ford's wife, Jean, daughter
Shirley, son Steven and other
members of the family and
friends.
Talking to reporters after
the ceremony, the Lieutenant
Governor said he would announce the planks of his campaign platform at a
Louisville dinner Jan. 30.
Ford said the chief issue
among Democrats this spring
would be which candidate would
have the best chance of beating
the Republicans in the fall and

REMINDER

Shoppers are reminded that
the stores of the Retail Merchants Bureau will remain open
until 8:00 p. in. on Fridays and
he said most believe "we have 'close at 5:30 p. m. on Saturthe best chance."
days.
"We are presenting
new
faces, new images, people who
have never been involved in
LEAVES FOR VIET NAM
politics before," Ford said.
"As I said at the beginning
Lt. Lynn Williamson, called
(of his campaign), the monied his parents recently. Mr. and
professional politicians
are Mrs. Reginald Williamson from
not supporting me."
Fort Lewis, Washington, prior
"I am very pleased to be the to leaving Saturday, January
people's candidate." he added. 9 for service in Viet Nam.

Nunn Names Isbell To
Kentucky Fair Board
Lucian Isbell received "a
nice surprise" Sunday night,
January 10, at his home near
State Line. Gov. Louie B. Nunn
called him personally to notify
him that he has been chosen to
represent Western Kentucky for
a four-year term on the Kentucky State Fair Board.
Isbell, 61 years old and a
lifelong resident of the State
Line area, has a long record
of service to his state and
community. He is presently a
member of the state Agriculture Commission. In the past
he has served ten years as
director of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau, five years as vice president of the Cayce Farm Bureau,
and as vice president of the
Farm Bureau Insurance Company. He served two years on
the state board of the Kentucky Seed Improvement Association.
Through
his
service in
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TWO SECTIONS
Twelve Pages

The News has won awards for
excellence every year It' has been
*unmated In Judging contests.

Volume 39
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ONE OF eatcrluckves
WEEKLY 11,Atsanti

(By P. W.)

Leave it to old buddy Wayne Freeman,
our Railroad Commissioner, to put his foot
in his mouth and make a political noise like
he's against the public, and for the people.
The new Railpax Corporation, designed
to try to salvage a fading remnant of passenger business, is attempting to design highspeed routes between major cities, and the
State Railroad Commission has recommended a Louisville-Fulton-Memphis route. This
is fine with us, however skeptical we may
be. But when Wayne stated further that "if
the recommendation is approved, all cities
along the line will have passenger service,"
he is sounding ridiculous. That sure would
be a speedy train.
But I guess it makes a good story, and
will be run by papers on the line, and his
valiant efforts may help get him re-elvted.

rvossx•Y•wOrstr,
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Frankfort on behalf of Western
Kentucky farmers, Isbell became a friend of Gov. Nunn.
The Kentucky Farm Bureau
recommended Isbell to the governor for the State Fair Board
position.
Isbell is a lifelong member
of
Woodland Mills Baptist
Church. He is presently chairman of the board of deacons,
has been chairman of three
building committees, and was
Sunday School Superintendent
for 16 years.
Isbell lives with his wife,
the former Henrietta Shaw of
State Line, on a 205-acre farm.
Ne raises corn, wheat, hogs
and soybeans.
The Isbells have four children:
Mrs. Virginia
Fox of
Louisville, Harry Isbell of
Belleville, Illinois, Cary Isbell of Memphis, and Peggy
Isbell who attends the University of Tennessee at Martin.
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Jurors For January
Court Term Revealed

The list of prospective memBilly Vaughn, J. A. Taylor,
bers of the grand jury and petit Jr., J. C. Suggs, Jr., James G.
Jury for the January 1971 term Browder, Hobert Wilford, Ruth
of Fulton Circuit Court has Garrison
Greer,
M.
J.
been announced by Circuit Judge Garrigus,
J. Jones,
Mary
Wood C. Tipton. The court will Pauline
Thompson, Nathan
convene Monday, January 25, Wade,
The 60 names are.
Marjorie Call, Mildred HarMrs. James E. Cagle, Mrs. ts, Ralph M. Smith, Jane W.
E. W. James, Mrs. Max Cum- Scates, Elmer Glover, Mrs.
mings, Farrah Jane Graddy, Ray Graham.
J. T. Davie,
Murrell Williams, Ethel May Alma F. Phelps, Nell Owen,
Eakes, Mrs. Charlotte Sanger, Judith Ray Blincoe,
Ronald E. Laird, Nolen ThompMary Paschall Butler,. Mrs.
son, Ines Denny,
Joe Bennett, Jr., Bill Browning,
Harold Duke, Girl J. Willing- Mrs. Grace French, Sue Shuff,
ham, Mary Hughes
Burrow, Jetta Katherine Speight, Mable
Laverne Owens, L. D. Alex- M. Council, Danny Ray Mcander,
Mrs. Porter Logan Kinnis, Max Grayson Omar,
Glidewell, Irene Rice, Mrs. Ruth G. Maddox,
Wright,
Hendon 0,
Daisy
James T, Nanny, Clarence
Corum.
Roberts, Mrs. Pauline Yarbro,
Elmer Williams, Claris Bondurant, Wayne Cagle, Annie L.
Woods, Christine J. Batts,
Buford Campbell, Guy Fry, N.
K. Nickerson.
Members of the grand Jury
will be chosen Monday, January 18, from the first 40
names on the list. Members
of
the petit jury will be chosen
.1
from names not called in the
Joe W. Johnson, the Fulton January 18, 25 and February
.1. grand jury selection, and
from
County Attorney, recently an- All sessions will be
held at the last' 20 names
on the list.
nounced that a new program the Derby Restaurant in
the
would be offered for all law Kentucky Room.
enforcement officials in the
The first session, January
County. It will consist of three 18, will be conducted by Honsessions of two hours each on arable Woodard C.
Tipton,
Judge of the Fulton
Circuit
Court. Mr. Tipton will discuss the role of the law enforcement
official in giving
testimony in Court with special
emphasis being placed on hearsay evidoice.
Each session will be followed
Two masked gunmen
took
by aquestion and answer period. more than $250 in cash and
a
This course is being offered city police officer's revolver
The Retail Merchants Bureau free and is open to all law in a 1:30 a.m. holdup Tuesday
of the twin-cities has begun enforcement officials in Fulton at the Holiday Inn here.
a project to raise approximate- County.
Fulton police reported a man
Mr. Johnson said,"thecrim- entered the motel and walked
ly eight thousand dollars for
new Christmas decorations for !nal laws in our County are past the desk in the lobby into
the city. This is certainly a rapidly changing, necessitating the dining room. The man reworthwhile cause and it is hoped all law enforcement officials turned to the' lobby moments
that individuals as well as clubs, being better informed in order later wearing a tat mask and
organizations and businesses to properly carry 2ttety holding a pistol. A second man,
duties. It is hoped that this pro- also wearing a elskjaask,
will donate,.
The South Fulton-Fulton Civ- gram will help each of us to armed With a Motel;
itan started the ball rolling be more efficient-to know what lobby from ossfolle., *gtdtng
recently when they contributed we can and cannot do, and to to police reports.
The pair demanded all of the
a check for $25.00. George be advised of any new developMoore, ICCR employee, was the ments."
money from the cash register
first individual to contribute
and safe, according to police.
VET REPRESENTATIVE
While the robbery was in progwith a check for $5.00.
Donations may be made at
H. S. Miles, a Contact Repre- ress Fulton City Patrolman A.
either local bank or mail to sentative of the Bureau of Vet- E. Campbell entered the lobby
Retail Merchants, Box 257, Ful- erans Affairs, will be present of the motel and was held at
ton, Kentucky, or given to any on Jan. 15, 1971, at the Cham- gunpoint by the robbers, it was
mernI,er of the committee com- ber of Commerce in Fulton, reported.
posed of Guy Upton, Jr., Charles Ky., to assist veterans and their
Campbell's revolver was takMcMorries and Billy Moss.
dependents with claims for en by one of the gunmen and both Campbell and the motel
Make all checks payable to benefits
due them as a result
employe were bound by thin
Retail Merchants Association
of their military service. He
wire before the bandits fled the
or to the Christmas Decorawill be present from 9:00 A. M.
scene, police reports said.
tions Fund.
until 3:00 P. M,
The robbers escaped with apPlans have been made to
proximately $250 from the cash
have the same decorations on
register plus an undetermined
both sides of the, este line.
PATIENT IN HOSPITAL
amount from the motel's safe. James Walker, custodian of The police officer's revolver
BACK TO BOOT CAMP
the First United
Methodist also was taken.
Pvt. Billy Owens has return- Church, is a patient at the
One of the bandits was de ed to hoot camp at Fort Camp- Veteran's Hospital in Marion, scribed by police as being apbell after spending the holidays Illinois. His address is Ward proximately five feet eight inchwith his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 2-A. Room 253, VA hospital,
(Continued on page six.)
Marion, Illinois.
Gene Owens.

Local Attorney Reveals
Enforcement Program

$8000 Sought
For Christmas
Decorations

Holdup At
Holiday Inn
Nets $250, Gun

Fullon County Courthouse, Now Age 68, Still Rises Majestically At Hickman
By Angela Mueller
Rising above the Mississippi
River, and surveying all
of
Hickman from Public Square
on the hill, the red-brick Fulton County courthouse has been
the seat of county government
since 1903, and is only the
second courthouse in 125 years
of Fulton County's history.
In 1845, when Fulton County,
previously a part of Hickman
County, was incorporated, a
building
small frame
was
erected to serve as the courthouse. Toward the end of the
19th century, it was becoming
much too small, and during
Judge
the term of County
Joshua Naylor, who served from
1886-1898, sentiment for a new
courthouse began to grow.
The first step toward building
the modern courthouse was
taken in April 1899, when Judge
Hiram M. Kearby, Naylor's
successor, appointed a commission to study the feasibility
of renovating the old courthouse. Members of the commission were Judge Kearby,
Justice J. W. Mayes, A. C.
Holmes, and A. W. Lundsay.
One month later, on
May
29, 1899, the commission presented Its findings at a special
session of the Fulton County
Fiscal Court. Judge Kearby
presided and JustiFes Mayes,
J. F. Menses, and
J. Hays
Blair answered the roll. They
heard the commission's report
that building a new courthouse
would be less expensive than
trying to renovate and expand
the old one.
The report further recommended that the cost of building a new courthouse be met

through a bond issue. Under
the commission's plan, $20,000
worth of bonds would be printed
in $100 denominations, to be
paid by the Farmers and Merchants Bank of Hickman over
periods ranging from two to
six years. Judge Kearby and the
justices voted unanimously to
accept the report.
Sheriff J. T. Stubblefield advertised in the Hickman Courier
and by posted handbills that
the bond issue was being placed
on the November ballot. On
November 29, the voters approved the bond issue by a
large majority. To finance it,
a 50-cent poll tax and a property tax of 25 cents per $100
worth of property were levied.
In January of 1901, after many
architect's designs had been
examined, those submitted by
Frank P. Milburn of Columbia,
South Carolina, were chosen.
Bids for the construction were
advertised in many newspapers
and trade journals, including
the Hickman Courier, the Louisville Courier-Journal, and
the Manufacturers Record of
Baltimore.
Five bids were
received,
the highest $22,764 from
a
Louisville firm, M. T. Lewman
and Company. W. H. Spradlin
of Fulton won the contract with
a low bid of p20,250. He posted
a $10,000 bond as a guarantee,
and submitted a sample of his
red brick to the county clerk.
When Judge Kearby and the
Justices requested that Spredlin use red mortar, he added
$540 to the original bid.
Spradlin completed the courthouse by the required deadline,
August 15, 1903. At the time it

was dedicated, the justices were bunk bens for the men and a
J. W Mayes, John Williams, deputy sheriff. The room is no
W. Hays
Blair, and G, G. longer in use, and the bunks
Terrett.
have been removed.
Above the second story of
Minor repairs were needed
the courthouse on the northeast at the courthouse in late 1968,
corner is an observatory and when the "earthquake belt" in
clock tower. The tower is now the central United States exclosed off, but when the clock perienced a series of tremors
was operating, people through- on the morning of November
out Hickman could hear it strik- 20. Several bricks in the clock
ing the hours.
tower were jarred loose andthe
One election day, a Hickman weathervane on top of
the
resident decided to take ad- tower was tilted. No one was
vantage of the clock's prom- injured.
inence to help his caruttlate defeat a rival from Fulton. He
set the clock back so that more
people-hopefully, every registered voter in the city-would
come to the polls. But he was
unaware that the election judges
going by
their
were
own
watches, not the clock's time.
As a result, several voters
came to the courthouse thinking they still had plenty of time
Tilghman Area Vocational
to vote, but the judges had al- School will conduct another 15
ready closed the polls.
hour course on "Income Tax
Spradlin's contract also Cal- Returns" in Fulton beginning
led for a small frame outbuild- on Thursday night, January
ing on the courthouse lawn in 14th at 6.00 p.m.
which the janitor was required
to live. One day during Judge
Classes will meet on Janadministration, a uary 14, 18, 19, 20 and 21st
Kearby's
stranger reported for work in from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m. to the
place of the regular janitor. Chamber -04-COmmerce Office
When questioned, he said he had Building in Fulls and may be
"bought the Job." The janitor attended by anyone la the Fulcould not be found, and the ton area who is interestedhi
stranger's story was
never the new tax law changes and
verified, but he was allowed to problems of small busineattea
keep the job.
and individuals.
At one time, before women
began serving on Juries, the
The cost of the entire school
jurymen in capital cases were will be $5.00 which Melodeon» Fulton County Courthouse as it appeared seen alter It VMS
provided sleeping quarters in all materials. To enroll, please built In 1103. The stately structure remains almost unchanged gia room above the courtroom. be present January 14 at 6-00
years later. (Photo courtesy of Allen Notteey)
The room was furnished with p.m. for the first meeting.

Tax Course
Starts Here
January 14
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Editors end Publishers

Congratulations To South Fulton On Its _
Playground Grant; Twin Cities Move Ahead
Congratulations to Mayor Dan
Crocker and his hard-working city
Commissioners in South Fulton,

•

along with City Manager Mike
Blake, on their federal grant of
matching funds, which will assure
South

Fulton

a nice

city play-

ground this summer.
The $80,000 facility will be a
wonderful boost to their summer
recreation program, inaugurated
a year ago, and will give them the
facilities to really get their recreation activities in high gear.
•
We are advised that a $400,grant for a sanitary sewer
system, to be built with only 10i:.
of the money coming from South
Fulton, is also in the offing, and
there are other major projects as

000

well.

When the new US-45E bypass is constructed, starting probably this year, South Fulton plans
an improved system of arterial
streets which the community
needs. Studies and work on street
improvement will be considered
this Spring.
All of these things add up to
a better total community, on both
sides of the border, and a healthier, happier, better business community no matter on which side
you live. And that's good. Both
Fulton and South Fulton are in
the process of expanding their ref
spective city limits to offer city
Services to new outlying areas, affording new building sites. More
room to breathe, and grow.
The future belongs to those
who plan for it today

We're Worth A Trillion Now, So What?
We'll Probably Start Spending A Quadrillion
"Let's all Cheer: we're worth
a trillion", commented a tonguein-cheek editorial in a nearby metropolitan paper recently. The remark came about as the Nation,
:-'and President Nixon, noted the
- trillion-dollar mark in annual
gross national product.
"But indeed," commented the
paper, "with inflation what it is,
with unemployment still on the
upswing and a deficit of $15 billion predicted for the year, it is
surprising that Mr. Nixon chose to
.call attention to the situation at
all."

bute to a Federal unemployment
fund?
Why,for instance, cannot the
Federal government wait on a
small business to file its quarterly
taxes at the end of three months
when they are due, instead of penalizing it if it doesn't pay in advance?

There are a thousand whys,
many of them caused as we subject ourselves to the financial and
bookkeeping wringer for Federal
agencies and then glance over our
shoulder and see federal funds
disbursed with apparent abandon,
To which we add our fervent on all kinds.of alphabetic agencies.
"Amen".
(Public works and improvement
We do nit coraider ourselves are, of course, tau:Maley returriedr
to the taxpayer.)
old-maidish or out of fbuch with
• the times when we express our
disgust and alarm at today's pace
"Perhaps"(to again quote our
.of irresponsible
government neighboring editorial writer,)
spending, both at home and a- "this is inevitable. Perhaps we
broad. There are signs all around have reached the economic point
us that indicate that, although we of diminishing returns, where the
may be big and "fat", we are not process of producing an ever-inhealthy. There are signs all creasing number of things for an
around us that indicate that our ever-increasing number of people
Congressional and
Executive must be paid for in a steadily-debranch leaders are often flounder- creasing quality of life, regardless
ing in an administrative maze so of the GNP".
• big, so complicated that they can
no longer control it. It has one
goal: Spend, Spend, Spend. . .
FACT AND OPINION
and all they do is feed it.
Mr. Robert 0. Anderson,
There are signs all around us chairman of the board of Atlantic
that indicate that if a real, honest, Richfield Company, said, "Profits
'tough-fisted President and Con- and social objectives can no longer
gress doesn't emerge pretty soon be regarded as separate and comand oblige us to live within our peting goals. But beware. The
means, we could again disinte- company that sacrifices profits for
grate into independent colonies social acceptance may find itself
and abandon the great, marble- in as deep a disastrous situation as
filled buildings of Washington the company that adopts a 'publicDC to the creeping plague of rats be-damned' attitude."
which are steadily infesting it anyhow.
We don't like the state of our
The Public Service Company
economy, nor do we think much of olorado gives us a few figures
of a President that keeps patting that bring home the immensity of
himself on the back for the shape a billion, in these days of high fithat he says (publicly) that it's in. nance: "A billion one dollar bills
He knows better, and we believe laid end to end would encircle the
• we know better.
earth nearly four times ... The
airplane traveling
Why, for instance, should a propeller of an
would turn a
hour
per
300
miles
business that pays no tuiemploybillion times if the plane would
. rnent taxes to the State (because
-it's State Fund is built up to an ac- cruise continuously — 24 hours a
• deptable level) be forced to contri- day—for nearly two years."
A member of the Kentucky ere,* Association
7, Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
Successor of various weekly papers In Fulton
the first of which was founded In int
Published Every Thursday of The Year at 109
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best All Around"
Weekly Papers.
Address ill mail (subscriptions, things of address. Forms 3871) to Post Office Box 307
Fulton, Kentucky 42841
Subscription Rates: $2.09 per year In Fulton,
• Hickman, Groves Counties, Ky., and Olden and
• Weekley Counties, Term Elsewhere throughout
taw United States 14.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Sales Tax.

American Medical News commented, "It is always distressing
to read of an epidemic of a preventable disease, such as the diphtheria outbreak .. .(which affected) San Antonio. Modern vaccination procedures have all but
wiped out diphtheria and several
other once-dreaded diseases. But
unless vaccination levels remain
in high, the threat of epidemic is
still real. Physicians, other health
workers, and parents must exert
constant vigilance against such
lapses in coverage."

ET'S COR FIER
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English and Scottish popKENTUCKY BALLADS AND old
ular ballads are the native balSONGS
that Kentucky has proKentuckians have always been lads
AS TIME GOES BY
else has kept alive.
a singing people. A legend says duced or
impulse
ballad-making
that one of the companions of The
I used to think that getting old
before Kentucky
weakened
has
Daniel Boone, who became sepbut that it is still
Was nothing less than frightful,
arated from him on a hunt, grew was settled,
shown by the numfrightened at a strange noise in alive was
But now that it's a fact of life
the forest. He looked to his erous songs that grew up around
I'm finding it delightful.
priming and crept cautiously in the Floyd Collins disaster.
the direction of the sound. Though these native ballads are
No longer need I get involved
definite authors,
Finally, when the hunter's ner- the product of
With silly things that bore me;
ves were frayed with un- they have usually been transcertainty at the volume and mitted orally and have taken on
It's quite OK for me to say
harshness of the sound, he dis- the characteristics of the OldLate parties nearly floor me!
covered that Boone was sing- er ballads. From neighborhood
ing as he lay on his back on to neighborhood they have pasI dress the way I want to
the leaves, either because of sed, sometimes acquiring aca wave of loneliness or a sense cretions in the transmission.
And my diet doesn't matter;
Hundreds of songs that tell
of
joy in life.
Nobody's going to notice
was one of a story and do not belong unBallad-singing
If I'm thinner or I'm fatter!
the CUStonis brought directly der the head of old ballads still
from the British Isles by the exist. Occasionally one of them,
I can sleep late in the morning
pioneers. Many of the old like the "Prisoner's Song,"
English and Scottish popular Is picked up and given a new
.And catch up with my reading,
ballads have been discovered life by some musician. The
While other people shovel snow
in Kentucky by Professor John talkaig machine and the radio
Or wrestle with the weeding.
F. Smith, of Berea College, Mr. have been the means of reH. H, Fuson, of Harlan, the viving or recording some of
I have Medicare for doctor bills
musician Howard Brockway, of these ballads, but the number
New York; and :he late Miss thus rescued is probably smalAnd extra tax deductions;
Josephine McGill, of Louis- ler than that of ballads yet to
There are lower rates for travel,
ville, to mention only a few be found and recorded.
who have found ballad-hunt--- Ballads are Concerned priEven subway fare reductions.
ing fascinating. Most of this marily with telling a Story,
work, however, has been done songs are lyrical rather than
But, best of all, I've settled for
in the Mountains. The great narrative. Many mountain songs
This peaceful contemplation,
into
central areas of the state and have found their way
Content to watch the world go by
the Jackson Purchase are still collections and published artpractically untouched and would icles, but again the state as
With quiet resignation.
yield equally excellent ma- a whole has not been explored.
terial. In many *emote com- Professors Odum and Johnson,
I guess when Father Time creeps up
munities there are still left of the University of North CarTo tap us on the shoulder,
some of the old-time ballad- olina, have shown by their surHe leaves us with special skills
singers, unknown to talking- vey of only two counties in the
machine companies and radio- South that Negro songs are
We need for getting older!
largely uncollected. Our Kenbroadcasting systems.
Quite as interesting as the tucky Negro songs have been
—Alice E. Chase
studied by Professor Karl J.
Holtsknecht, while he was a
out a superstar that ran off returning to London after at- member of University of Loua commission in isville faculty, and Miss Mary
eighteen consecutive victories, tending
FULTON'S
coasted to its divisional title, Malaya. Fog had caused his Allan Grissom, of Columbia.
then overcame a crippling in- plane to be diverted to Frank- Some of the teachers in the
jury to become the champions furl. He would arrive in Lon- colored schools of Louisville
don two hours late at least, have rescued from their stuof the world.
And in a corner of the transit dents little-known or unknown
lounge in Frankfurt a man in songs. There are probably hosts
THE CRUSADER, by Noel
BY LUCY DANIEL
a dark suit lay slumped against of Negro songs peculiar to the
3. Gerson. Mrs. Margaret Higthe back of his seat, AP- Ohio IVer towns and to such
gins Sanger was physically a
PARENTLY, asleep. On the
.1 guess I've lost another dence has been collected which tiny woman, with dark red hair table in front of him was an areas as the Western Coalfields and the cotton patches
pupil," said the professor as proves beyond a reasonable and a piquant face and a brisk empty beer glass.
around Hickman.
his glass eye rolled down the doubt that between 8:30 and 9:30 bearing. She could be gentle,
Though Negro songs are relkitchen sink.
o'clock on the night of October charming and persuasive. She
by
Georgette
CHARITYGIRL,
atively more numerous than
13, 1967, Robert Osborne met could also be willful and agsaid
aunt
in
future
"My
any
Royer.
other kind, there are many
PENNY CANDY, Jean Kerr. his death at the hands of two gressive; some people found her
hellishly difficult to deal with. I should be called Charity," songs in the state sung by the
What are Mrs. Kerr's subjects or more persons
She was possessed with the said Gerry Steane pathetically, whites that have never been
this time? Entertaining at home
("1600 people are just too
INTERPRETATIONS
OF single-minded zeal of the true .to keep me in mind of the printed in any form. The Jackmany," confided the Baroness LIFE, by Will Durant. This is visionary, and she dedicated fact that that is what I am-- son Purchase, judging by the
Guy de Rothchild.), Twiggy a brilliant, concise, and re- her inexhaustible energy, her a charity girl, .Lord Desford's songs there when I was a boy,
("Actually
I have nothing markably
clearheaded ap- whole being, her whole life to chivalrous instincts are in- ought to yield many cowboy
stantly aroused, and, in spite songs and ballads, more than
against Twiggy herself. She praisal of the philosophical a cause birth control.
Miss Her- fifteen of those given in Dr.
of support from
seems like a most delightful content of twentieth-century litLomilell COWBOY
THE HOOPOE, by Christine rettta Silverdale, his childhood John A
boy."), Plants ("I never knoW erature. Sympathetic, inquirwhen to cut back. When the ing, witty, ever readable, rich Weston.. The hbopoe is a small PlaYruate, he finds himself in SONGS AND aALLAns 'were
'sung in my neighborhood.
proper moment comes, we Deem in illuminating insights and birds indlgenotto to fildinekwhere- LIMO tastild pickles...
Nearly all of the rhymes and
Verrier
was born
to be out to dinner or some- genial wisdom, the author has Patrice
songs
found
in
Newell's
PLAYS
thing."), and other topics about brought to the chaotic and un- shortly before the First World
MANAGEMENT-- AND GAMES OF AMERICAN
MONEY
which Mrs. Kerr is now an chartered surge of modern lit- War. When she was a little
expert at producing laughter. erature, methods that have girl Patrice heard a hoopoe Why do many adults have such CHILDREN have appeared in
tittle
managing Kentucky in some form. Some
made the philosophy, history sing. Her older brother scoffed, a difficult
BEYOND THIS POINT ARE and art of the past accessible everybody knows that the hoopoe money? Simply because many have found a place in songexperience
and books, but others are circulatdid
not
have
MONSTERS, by Margaret Mil- to millions of grateful readers. has no song. But Patrice had
heard it. The Hoopoe is the training as a child in money ing orally, in true fold-song
lar. The clerk of the court took
Every
child fashion. All of these should be
GREEN HILLS OF MAGIC, story of a woman whose life management.
his place at the table he shared
with the bailiff. The hearing of by Ruth Ann Musick. These is marred by disillusion and should have an allowance, how- recorded in some accepted
ever
small
it
amy
be,
to
spend
fashion.
in this tragedy but whose core remains
probate petitions was usually entertaining stories
the dullest of all judicial pro- book, are excellent examples of intact, thanks to self-knowledge in his own way. Sooner or later
cedures, but this one promised the diverse folk beliefs and cul- and the ability to see and hear when he discovers something he
to be different. He read: In tural patterns of the immigrant things others are blind and deaf wants that cost more than he
has, he will see a need for
the Matter of the Estate of groups that have made their to.
controlling his spending in
Robert Kirkpatrick Osborne, homes in West Virginia.
Deceased, the petition of DePASSENGER TO FRANK- order to save for what he wants; Fulton County
News
Having a money plan will envon Suellen Osborn respectfully
THE OPEN MAN, by Dave FURT, by Agatha Christie.
shows: That she is the sur- DeBusschere. In this diary of There were two passengers in able you to control how you 209 Commercial Avenue
spend
your
income
and
will
viving wife of Robert Osborne. the Open Man,
Dave De- the transit lounge at FrankDear Jo and Paul:
That Petitioner is informed and Busschere tells the ultimate furt Airport whose lives were let you know where your money
believes and upon such infor- story of the New York Knicks. to depend on what took place in is going and why.
I believe you will agree with
mation and belief alleges that It is a perceptive, knowledge- the next thirty minutes. Sir
the Board of Directors of the
Robert Osborn is dead. Evi- able account of the team with- Stafford Nye was a diplomat
Support Our Libraries
Retail Merchants Bureau that
new Christmas decorations are
needed In the business district
of the Twin Cities. DecoraGrand Jury—
tions for this area will be very
Reginald Williamson, Arlie Batts, J. A. expensive (based on the cost
of decorating Martin this year)
Werner, Bob Powell, Geo, T. James, Earl Bard, and,
we feel, it
not right
Arthur Redman, B. J. Teague, Marshall Finch, to ask the businessispeople
alone
Hershell Crutchfield, N. W. Burnett Buford to finance this project when
everyone in the twin cities and
Campbell, Ernest Gibson Neal Little Porter Surrounding
area will enjoy
Gaddie, Robert Pewitt, Chris Ledridge, Roy R. them. The merchants
have
payed for all the decorations
Wade.
in the past and will do their
Petit Jury—
part in this new effort.
TWENTY-YEARS AGO
Frank Brady, John Jones, John McClanahan-, As this is an endeavor to
JANUARY 3, 1951
Percy King, Elmer Glover, Harry Sams, Cecil decorate Fulton and South Fultin
og
n in
nnlikaeppe
ma
artenr, A
we
LL
Roper, Austin B. Voorhees, E. J.
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Letters To Editor

The multi-million dollar program for the
modernization of Illinois Railroad passenger service was increased by another $1,51:9,000 with the
announcement today of the purchase of two new
twin-unit dining cars and an order placed for
new passenger locomotives. These orders raise to
more than $12,000,000 the 'expenditures by the
Illinois Central for modern passenger equipment
and diesel motive power since the end of World
War!!.

McCollum, Alyin Edwards, John C. Barnett, Fred Bondurant, People of the
areo
areKn-T f th
.
te
o
Mack Herring, Marion 0. Champion, Roy Bard, help financially in supporting
tinhist
M. E. Shaw,Sr., B. I. Austin, Forrest McMurray,
project.ifwe
ov
uledryvionid
unt
iviadr
Jesse 0. Johnson, Horace Roper, Parnell Garri_ send a contribution, today,ily
to
the
Retail Merchants Bureau,
gan, Ethel Browder, Tom A. Arrington, Frank
:sitwe
Officed
eBotx
o 26
m7i,
ikwe
e c
the
ouse
ld
Lassiter, Raymond Harrison, Prather Mangold,
Roy Lacy, Clint Workman, Martin Conder, Lee improvements In our Christ•
mas decorations for 1971.
Roper, Herbert Mikel, Jamie Wade.
If we
wait until Christmas
to do this it will be too

Sandra Cannon was complimented on her If you will publicize this inlate.
the
fourth birthday Friday by her mother at the NEWS' as in the past with your
help, we feel the people of this
Roland Adams of the Cayce school won first home of Mrs. Colie Aldidge of Dukedom,
area8,000 an
of./ill
be
go&1
Those
present
were:
Mikie Faulkner, Danny w
prize in the Fulton County Soil Conversation
$,,, youcan easily reached.
help
us
Essay Contest. He will receive the twenty-five Joe McGuire, Don House, June Vincent, Rickey thej
pe
itaie
se
s
mnak
eze
t
dollar savings bond given by the Courier-Journar Bowen, Mary Helen, Judy and Martha Woodruff, Christmas?
Susan
Maynard, Ken and Ronney Winston and
Louisville Times and Radio station WHAS
Sincerely yours,
the hon.oree.
school
Fulton
the
of
Frederica
Gibson
Miss
Cavite B. Olive
Mrs. Al T. Owens honored her daughter, Secretary
was the second place winner and will receive the
Judy Ann on her sixth birthday with a party
$10.00 cash award.
Monday at their home on Norman Street, Mrs. EAGER
BEAVER: Peoples°
Justin Attabery, circuit court clerk announc- Ray Hunter and Mrs. Thompson assisted Mrs. on vacations to forget things.
January
the
in
When
serve
they
will
get there and open
who
Owens
in
entertaining. Those present were: Bill
ed today the jurors
their
they find out they
term of circuit court which convenes in Hickman Sewell, Barry Roper, John K. Hunter, Chris Ray did._bags,
The wife was complaining
week
of
Second
month.
this
Monday
of
Hunter,
Gary
the third
Lannom, Ronnie Homra, Lynn to a marriage counselor about
the court will' be held in Fulton beginning Janu- Still, Leatus Still, Pam Homra, Ann Bowers, her husband's inattention: If I
died
he'd haves hard
ary 22, and' the third week, if any, will be in Nancy Treas, Lynn Pugh, Rita Thompson, Joyce time tomorrow,
identifying the body.
follows:
Owens and the guest of honor.
Hickman. The jurors are as
— Wilfred licever.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Loretta Keel, Homemakers Advisory Council
Recent Bride, In Program Planning Session
Given Shower

On Friday, January 8, 1971,
the Fulton County Homemakers
Miss Loretta Jean Keel, who Advisory Council
met at the
was united in marriage to Mark Cayce United
Methodist church
Brent Moon, December 27, for
program planning with
1970, was complimented with a seventeen
members and Mrs.
gift tea, December 19, from Catherine
C. Thompson, County
2 until 4, at the home of Mr. Extension
Agent for Home Ecand Mrs. Charles Moon, Ful- onomics,
being present.
ton, Kentucky.
Mrs: Billy P. Threlkeld,
The home was decorated for County
President, called the
the holiday season, through out meeting
to order and
Mrs.
there was holly, red berries,
W. B. Sowell, Chairman
of
mistletoe and other greenery. Cultural Development,
gave the
The focal point was the white
devotional. Mrs. Bill Fenwick,
flocked tree decorated
with acting Secretary - Treasurer,
red velvet bows, balls
and called the roll, read the minutes
peppermint canes.
of the last meeting of September
Hostesses for the occasion 30, 1970 and
gave the treasury
were Mrs. Virgil Patterson, report.
Mrs. Davis Dixon and Mrs.
Old business consisted of
Robert Wall.
changing, if any, in the Annual
Receiving guests with
the Day, the Yearbook, and
the
hostesses were Mrs. Charles Scrapbook.
We would like to
Moon, Miss Keel, Mrs. Max say "Thanks"
to Mr. Reams
Keel and the grandmothers, for making the Pepsi
Tops Fund
Mrs. Martin Moon, Mrs. Flois available and the money
will be
Chapell, Mrs. J. C. Nance and used to a good
advantage.
Mrs. Ira Keel.
Miss Jane Ann Lacey
of
Presiding at the brides book McCracken County,
IFYE Exwas Miss Jennie Ruth Moon. change, will
return from India,
Miss Keel chose from her March 18th and we hope
to have
trousseau a silver gray and her as the International speakwhite knit dress, accented with er. On September 19th
through
red accessories. She was pre- 28th Britain
exchange young
sented a red carnation corsage.
The lovely gifts were displayed on tables in the family
room.
The dining table was covered
in green linen overlaid with
lace. The centerpiece featured
two red velvet love
birds
surrounded by red velvet poinnettles, candles and mistletoe.
Presiding at the refreshment
table were Miss Nancy Dixon
and Miss Marta Moon.
The punch bowl contained red
punch with a green circle float.
Silver appointments held decorated cake squares, nuts and
mints.

Hickman County Student Speaks UTM Recital
On "Youthpower" To FHA Class To Introduce
Horn Soloist

Youthpower is • 'the power for
good with which the youth of
our nation nourishes the bodies
and minds of all with whom
they come in contact,"
according to Betty Veatch, a
sophomore at Hickman County
High School
Miss Veatch addressed Future Homemakers of America
Thursday morning, January 7,
at Fulton County High School.
Her subject was Youthpower,
a national organization of young
people who encourage education
about nutrition, health,
and
physical fitness for teen-agers.
Kentucky Youthpower was
organized in 1963 with five
basic goals, Miss Veatch said.
'They are: to dramatize concern about teen-age
eating
habits and cultural, social, and
economic values of food; to
develop cooperation between

farmers will be visiting our
state, Kentucky, and will be
needing homes to stay in, also,
4-H Club boys and girls will
be coming to our State from
Pennsylvania and will be needIna homes to stay in. The date
will be announced later when
the boys and girls will be here.
Mrs. Sarah Poyner, Extension Assistant, explained the
program she is working with in
helping low income families in
making their dollar go farther.
Suggestions were made for
the different leaders to carry
to the Area Program Planning
meeting at Mayfield, Kentucky,
on January 18, 1971 for the
lessons for the coming year
beginning July I, 1971 through
June 30, 1972. Also, If there
would be an interest in any
special projects.
There will be another Charm
School this March 11th and 13th,
places to be announced later.
Speakers from Vogue and Maytag.
The State Homemakers meeting will be in Lexington, Kentucky, March 24, 25 and 26.
A pot luck lunch was served
at noon with
each member
bringing a covered dish.

youth groups; to increase understanding of the farm -totable story; to give teen-agers
MARTIN, January --William
a better understanding of food
careers; and to improve teen- A. Shank, instructor in music
at
The University of Tennessee
age nutrition.
Young people's interest in at Martin, will be featured in
Youthpower, through such local a faculty recital in the Performorganizations as 4-H, FFA, Girl ing Arts Theatre of the Fine
Scouts, aid Boy Scouts "can Arts Building January 18 at
represent a new and fresh ap- 8 p.m.
Mr. Shank, an acclaimed
proach to a long standing problem of nutrition, as well as trumpet soloist, will be accompanied
by the UTM Brass
cause young people to become
interested in the food industry Quartet, pianist Joyce Crane,
and all the opportunities it and narrator Greer Haynes.
The recital will span music
holds,"
Miss Veatch stated.
to
Miss Veatch participated in ranging from traditional
"avant-garde."
Special selecthe Purchase Area Youthpower
tions
George
include
Enesco's
Conference at Kentucky Lake in
the spring of 1970, and in the "Legend" and the aleatoric
Kentucky Conference in Octo- "Interbalances IV" by Barney
ber. She lathe daughter of Mr. Childs.
Following
completion
of
and Mrs. Robert Lee Veatch of
bachelor of music degree studClinton.
ies at Syracuse
University,
Mr. Shank earned the master
of music degree in trumpet and
music literature at the Eastman School of Music.
Prior to his appointment to
the UTM faculty in 1969, he
was affiliated with the U. S.
Military Academy,the Syracuse
Obion County School System to parents earlier this week. Symphony Orchestra and the
announces New Free Price Pol- Additional copies may be ob- Quebec Symphony Orchestra.
icy. The Obion County School tained at the school. The comThe recital is open to the
System has long recognized the pleted application, signed by an public without charge.
need for helping meet the nu- adult member of the family
tritional needs of its students. should
be
to
sent
the
The following schools (Clover- PRINCIPAL OF THE SCHOOL.
dale, Dixie, Hornbeak, Keaton, Such applications will be reObion, Obion County Central, viewed promptly and within 30
Miss Suzette McMorries
Rives, South Fulton, Troy and days the family will be notified
Woodland Mills) serve a well- in writing as to the decision
balanced nutritious lunch each made. All information provided
school day. The charge to stu- on the application will be held
dents who can pay is 30-35C in in the strictest confidence
the elementary schools and 40(
Any unusual circumstances
in the high schools. However, or hardships which affect the
The complete history ol the
since some families find it family's ability to pay
for Business and Professional Wodifficult to pay the full price, school lunches, such as pro- man's Club highlighted their
the school will provide these longed illness in the family, meeting on Tuesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. McMorries are to- lunches free of charge to those unexpected
expenses due
to January 5. The club met at the
day announcing the engagement and approaching children determined by the fire, flood, or any other dis- Community Center and enjoyed
PRINCIPAL Oe THE SCHOOL aster of this nature; seasonal a dinner catered by The Country
marriage of their only daughter, Suzette to Mr.a to
be unable to pay the full unemployment
and
similar Boy. Hostesses for the meeting
William Jason Potter, son of Mr. and Mrs. George price for their lunches.
emergency
situations,
will were Mrs. Lorene Harding,
Mrs. Louise Johnson, Mrs.
W. Potter of Route One, Wingo.
Families who feel that their also be considered.
If a family is not satisfied Ozelie Brown and Miss Amaline
children may be eligible for
Pap tests for women will be
Suzette is a graduate of
free price lunches are urged to with the decision made
on Homra.
given for all women by the
South Fulton High School and of Wing() High School. He is a apply. Copies of the application their application, it may reThe meeting opened with all
Gary McBride
Ann Austin
Fulton County Health DepartIs now working toward her BS junior, majoring in Geography form were sent home in a letter quest a hearing to appeal the members reciting the Club Col;Cents In Fulton and Hickman
degree in, Nursing a Mnrray ,at'Murray State 1,htiversity.
decision. This request may be lect in unison.
•cio• Monday, January 18, !Mtn.
Iii•S
maternal grandparents
made orally or in writing the
State UniversitrDuring the business session,
••
8:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. and
teacher of the school or the conducted by the President,
Sintitermaternal"trahdpar- '.ere Mr. and Mrs.'Charles Caufrom 6:00
until 8:00 p.m.
P. T. A. President who will Miss Anna Lou Caldwell, reents are the late Mr. and Mrs. thorn of Clinton, Kentucky. His
These tests will be made by
review the application
with ports were made from various
J. A. Johnson of Fulton' and paternal grandparents are Mr.
appointment only, and those in
them and see if different ar- committees. The Christmas
her paternal grandparents are :aid Mrs. Lorin Potter of Iowa
charge ask that you call in early
Home Tour committee reported
rangements can be male.
the late Mr. and Mrs. W. E. City, Iowa.
for an appointment.
Gary McBride, a senior at sponsored annually by the Ful- McMorries, also of Fulton.
The school district's for- a most successful tour, and they
The
Health Department's Fulton City High
mal free policy statment and the wanted to thank,the many hostSchool, has ton County Soil and Water ConA January 30th wedding is
number in Fulton is 472-1982,
been named winner of the Ful- servation District, the Courier William Jason is a graduate bin c planned
A total of 20,026 articles of procedure that will be followed esses who gradiously allowed
and the Health Department's
ton County 1970 Conservation Journal,
Louisville
clothing were distributed by when a decision is appealed are the B&PW to show their homes.
Times,
number in Hickman is 236-2825.
During the meeting, Mrs.
Essay Contest. The contest is WHAS and WHAS-TV and the
Fulton-Obion
the
Counties on file in the principal's office
Copeland,
Kentucky State Department of
Mrs.
Clothes Bank to needy resi- and may be reviewed by any Rosalie
Frances Jones and Mrs. Bonnie
Education. He is the son of Mr.
dents from January until De- interested person.
Deweese presented a beautiful
and Mrs. L. M McBride of
cember 30, 1970, according to
candlelight ceremony
Fulton.
on the
a report heard at the regular,
complete history of the club
monthly meeting Wednesday,
The subject was "Pollutioncollect.
January 6, at the Chamber of
Its Effect on My Community."
Following this, President
Commerce.
David G. Puckett, son of is a member of Troop 42.
Gary will receive a wood plaque
Anna Lou Caldwell, Mrs. Ruth
On January 2, 1971, there
David is President of the Stu- were 94 articles of clothing
along with a $25.00
U. S. Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Puckett
Scott, and Mrs. Jetta Speight,
Savings Bond. His essay has of South Fulton, was recently dent Government Association given to needy residents.
presented a dialogue on "What
been forwarded to state level presented the Eagle Scout Badge at South Fulton High School.
is B&PW and How it Benefits
spokesman
A
the
for
to be judged for top prizes in Award by the Honorable Ed He was voted "Most Likely to Clothes
the
Working Women."
said, "The
Bank
the contest. State awards are Jones, U. S. Congressman from Succeed" by the 1971 gradu- Clothes Dank has a great fiMr. and
Mrs. James B.
Announcement V the winU. S. Savings Bonds in the Tennessee.
ating class. He is managing nancial need, and directors ask Adams, South Fulton, Ten- ter board meeting to be at
David was presented this out- editor of the school newspaper,
amount of 2500.00 for first
in Louisville,
that those churches who have nessee, announce the marriage Stouffer's In
place, $200.00, second place standing scouting award while art and faculty editor of the not contributed for this month of their daughter, Vicki Carol, January 23-24 was made. The
serving Congressman Jones as school
annual, program diand $100.00, third place.
to
Ronnie
Wiggins,
of
Mr.
son
President,
M•ss
Anna
Lou Caldplease send in their donations
a Page. Congressman Jones in rector of the UM YF of the First
immediately." The need is and Mrs. Bobby Wiggins of well, urges all members who
Ann Austin, freshman at making the presentation was United Methodist Church, a
wish to go to please contact
great for children's clothing Fulton, Kentucky.
Fulton County High School, representing David's scout- delegate to the '69 United NaThe double ring ceremony her.
and shoes.
placed second in the contest. master Mr. 0. C. Walker and tions Washington Seminar in
was held at the home of the
Visitors welcomed by
the
She will receive $7.50 for the Fulton Lions Club, the New York and Washington and
Reverend Charles Jobe
"CAMPUS LIGHTS"
on club were Mrs. Elizabeth Taysponsor.
second place county winner.She troop's
a member of the Beta Club,
December 18.
lor and Mrs. Beverly Dunn.
David has been under Mr, Pep Club and English Club.
"Campus Lights," one of the
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Nancy Brown and Ken- Welcomed into the club as new
Walker in scouting for nine
David will graduate
this oldest and best-known campus neth Gossum were their only members were Mrs. Ann Gore
Jack Austin of Cayce.
and one half years. He started spring from South Fulton High musical traditions in the coun- attendants.
and Mrs. Mary Cavendar.
The Fulton County Soil and out as a cub with Mr. Walker School, and he plans to attend try, is now in rehearsals at
The couple is now at home
The meeting was adjourned
Water Conservation District as his Den Dad. Presently he the University of Tennessee Murray State University for at 404 Norman Street in Ful- by everyone repeating the club
awards cash prizes of $5.00
at Knoxville upon graduation. the 1971 version Feb. 18-20.
ton, Kentucky.
benediction,
for first place school winners.
On busy
days, use con- dehydration -- keep it in a plas- These prizes went to Gary Mcvenience foods and pacer pro- tic film bag in your refriger- Bride, Fulton High School, Ann
ducts (plates, cups, eta.) for ator. Celery is 94 percent Austin, Fulton County High
family meals. -- BarlettaWra- water -- yet it contributes a School; Dinah Sowell, Cayce
ther, 209 Maple St., Murray, Ky. distinct aromatic flavor, bulk EleMentary, Rolincia Wiseman,
and texture to the diet. One Hickman Elementary,
Mary
Looking for an eye-appeal- stalk of celery has only 40 Anne Cate, Carr Elementary;
ing appetizer, bread, suace, or calories. -- Pat Curtsinger, and Sherrie Welch, Western
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
"The Association," one of
dessert? Try fruit.
Courthouse, Benton, Ky. 42025 Elementary.
America's top recording
Not only Is fruit delicious
The District also
awards groups, will appear in concert
and eye-appealing, it's great for
Fashion sewing moves under
cash prizes of 95.00 for first at The University of Tennessee
Dear Ann Landers
I'm a mouth. Please tell me why a
I know what I'm talking about, ed in the driveway right untr
weight watchers. Most fresh, cover as creative sewers make
place
$2.50
second at Martin January 18.
and
for
sophomore at the University straight guy would attractthese Ann, because my
raw, unsweetened fruits contain their own slips, panties and
crazy in-laws our neighbor's
window and
grades
through
in
six
12.
Sixth
Arizona.
Age
Height
Sponsored
UTIVI
by
of
19.
the
Stukooks?
What
can
I
do
about
were the same way. They were leaned on the horn. I kept
fewer than 100 calorie-is ger bras
in exciting prints and
the
serving, such as a medium- pretty hues. To determine the grade, 1st, Valerie Garrison, dent Government Association, 5 feel 10 inches. Weight 180. it? ---Shook In The Desert so obsessed with the desire to horn going for 15 minutes with2nd,
Hickman
Elementary and
the group will perform at 8 I dress like mos of the guys
be grandparents that they drove out a let-up. The neighbors
size apple, banana, orange, right side of a tricot, pull
Dear Shook: If you'll check my sister-in-law to the divorce came out
peach or pear. And fruit is fabric on a crosswise edge; Rebecca Hicks, Cayce Elemen- p.m. in the UTM Field House. arouril der,. -- and I look like
wild-eyed -- scream1st, Advance tickets are On sale a normal 19-year-old
grade,
cid, with your buddies you'd dis- court and thay pressured
valued for the vitamins and edge will curl to right side. tary. Seventh
me ing threats about having me arminerals it furnishes. Some Use a ball point needle, size Sherrie Welch, Western and for $3. Tickets at the door I like girls but I don't date cover that almost all of them into having four kids I didn't rested for
disturbing the peace.
much because I'm too busy get a few passes now and then. want. It was
fruits are high in vitamin C, 9 or 11, nylon thread for 2nd, Rolinda Wiseman, Hickman are $4.
the only way to I told them I was not making
Three of "The Associa- working a part-time job and You seem to be getting more shut them up and get
some are good sources of machine Stitching. Stitch the Elementary. Eighth grade, list,
them off any more noise than their dog.
Weatherly, Western tion's' recordings, including hitting the books. For some than your share, however, and my back.
vitamin A, and some give im- seam once on the seamline Sherry
Within three minutes they took
"Windy"
and unknown reason I've been pro- it's probably because you are
portant amounts
of iron.-- and then zigzag. "Sew Your Elementary and 2nd, Mary Anne "Cherish,"
the mutt in the house. Since
by queers three prettier than most guys.
Maxine Griffin, Federal Build- Own Lingerie" gives further Cate, Carr Elementary. Ninth "Never My Love," have reach- positioned
So please, Ann Landers, get that night we've never heard
My advice is to keep your with it or turn in
ing, Clinton, 1(y. 42031. Phone. information. I shall be glad grade, 1st, Jeff Campbell, Ful- ed the number one position on times since Septerns-ier. This
Your type- a sound out of man or dog. -7ton High and 2nd, Ann Austin, the national
record charts: bothers the living daylights out cool. Tell the crusiers to shove
653-2231
writer. I'm beginning to think Beautiful Dreamer
to send you one. Call or write Fulton
Co. High. Tenth grade, Other top selling singles in- of me.
off.
You
don't
need
to punch
either me or your local ExLast night I was having a anybody in the mouth to get the you are the one who should see
Fashion meets cold weather tension Office. -- Catherine 1st, Bob Mahan, Fulton High clude "Along Comes Mary,"
Dear Beautiful: Thanks . for
"Everything
Touches bottle of pop at the Student idea across that you're not in- a psychiatrist. --- Montreal
That
with head and hands warmly C. Thompson, P. 0, Box 270, and Jesse McNeill, Fulton Co.
writing. You're lucky the neigh1st, You," "Six Man Band" and Union and this creepy kid came terested,
wrapped in matching hats and Hickman, Ky.42050 Phone. 236- High. Eleventh grade,
Dear Mon: YOU had
bors
on the other side didn't
four
up to me and said he was a
Bob Engel, Fulton High and "Time for Living."
mittens. Bold patterns and E351
kids you didn't want just to shut call the rsalicel
photographer.
He
Having
handed
in
than
played
Ketth
more
2nd,
Fulton
Menees,
Co.
me
a
bright colors make
for
a
your in-laws up and get them
grade, 1st, 700 concerts, the group has card with his name and address
High. Twelfth
Dear Ann Landers: lam still
sizzling snowtime. Keep colors
off your back? And I should see
While you are having dessert,
fresh with frequent launderings. soak silverware from the table Teresa Lusk, Fulton Co. High performed before an estimated on it and asked if I'd like to burning from your lousy advice a psychiatrist?? Thanks for
If you have trouble getting
Many are machine washable In warm sudsy water for easier and Gary McBride, Fulton High. audience of over 4 million model for some pictures. He to that poor girl whose in-laws writing.
said he'd pay me well for my hounded her so unmercifully to
people.
along with your parents. ;if
and dryable: check hangtsgs for washing.
A total of 8'77 essays Were
time because he worked on have a baby that she finally
can't get them to let you
you
correct washing procedures.-Stack dishes on a kitchen written by students In Fulton
commission for a couple of decided to fake it by putting a
live your own life, send for
Dean Roper, Courthouse, May- counter according to size im- County and Fulton City Schools.
advertising agencies.
Dear
Ann
under
Landers:
pillow
her
dress. Why
Here's Ann Landers' booklet, "Buggbd
field, Ky. 42066 Phone: 247- mediately after scraping (with
Tft I P-ROUNG-TH E -WO R L
All prizes will be awarded at
In the world did you tell HER how I solved the
non-stop- By Parente How To Get More
1234
Former
Fultonian, Harold
a rubber or plastic scraper) the Annual Fulton County BankOf all the cornball Junk this to see a psychiatrist? It's her barking-dog dilemma
After Freedom." fiend 500 in Odin
or arrange in • dishwasher, ers Agricultural and
Home Hinkley and his wife, Ellen of has, got to be the crummiest in-laws who are nuts. The girl three sleepless
nights I got with your request and a long,
Deal serve limp celery I Keep if you have ono.-- Bar- Economics Recognition Banquet Lexington, left December 18,
line yet. I was so doggone mad was merely seeking a solution out of bed (at 3:00 a.m.), drove
stamped, self-addressed rthyear Celery firm,and free from letta Writ h•r , Murray, 1(y. which will be bald in March. for a trip-around-the-world.
I nearly punched him in the to her problem.
my car out of the garage, park- retool,.

Free Lunches To Be Given
Needy In Obion Co. Schools

Miss Suzette McMorries,
Mr. William Potter To Wed

Pap Tests Are
Available Monday

Clothes Bank
Handles A
Record '70 Load

Gar" McBride, Ann Austin
Named Top Essay Winners

David Puckett Awarded
Eagle Badge In Washington
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B&PW Club
Welcomes 2
New Members

UTM Concert
Will Feature
"Rock" Band

.
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Adams-Wiggins
Nuptials Are
Announced
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UK Urges Corn Production
As A Profitable 1971 Crop
since blight damage reduced
Fulton County corn yields more
than fifty percent in 1970, mane
farmers must now decide ((they
can profitably produce corn next
year, or should they turn to
substitute crops such as small
grain, mil° or soybeans.
The University of Kentucky
feels that it will be profitable
to produce corn In 1971 as
prices are expected to be high.
The first problem Is to get
good blight resistant seed. This
will be short so farmers should
follow the following guidelines.
I. Check earlier Kentucky Hybrid Corn Performance Test
Progress Reports for information about yieldpotentials.
IL A normal cytoplasm hyTexas malebrid (Non
sterile) should be the first
choice. The seed dealer
should be able to suggest
those hybrids with NO Texas

HOSPITAL HEWS.
The following were patients
in Fulton's Hospitals the week
of January' 13:
HILLVIEW
Vaughn, Wingo,
Patricia
Wanda Wade, Linda Johnson,
Cunningham, Kenneth Hastings, Nancy LaRocca, Monica
Michael Pickering,
Craven,

male-sterile cytoplasm. The
a label
bag should carry
stating this fact.
blend
with
a
III. A hybrid
of normal and Texas malesterile versions of the same
hybrid that has shown good
performance In 1970 should
be second choice. The higher
of normal
the percentage
cytoplasm the better. Again,
the bag label should identify
the blend composition.
The University of Kentucky
had more than seventy hybrid
In test at Lowes,
varieties
Princeton and Franklin in Western Kentucky. Several of these
varieties showed a great deal
of blight resistance. The top
twenty varieties in these tests
were as follows
YIELD
HYBRID
BU/AC
118.2
P.A.G. SX-90W
116.0
Pioneer 3308
113.4
Dekalb XL85
Northrum King PX-678 112.6
112.3
Pioneer 3969A
110.7
P.A.G. SX-39
108.2
Pioneer 511A
94.6
Pioneer 3196
93.6
Dekalb XL 81
91.3
3516
Pioneer
88,8
Pioneer 3571
88.6
Dekalb XL66
88.4
P.A.G. SX-53
86.9
Dekalb XL44
80.9
Funk's G4697
80.5
T-E 6916
79.6
Funk'S G4333
75.2
P.A.G. SX-68
75.1
T-E Cashmaker
74.0
Funk's G4550

ITO SURGERY
Powell of Fulton
Mn. J. T.
the All
had eye surgery at Worth,
Fort
Saints Hospital in
spent the
Texas, where she
her
Christmas holidays with
Bader.
daughter, Kr& William
cards
and
She is doing nicely
at this
may be maned to her
Powell,
Linnie
address, Mrs.
un Evans Street,cb Forth
Mrs.
Worth, Texas, 7501S
William BMW.

Wilma Wilbanks, South Fulton;
Shirley Jones, Columbus; Hazel
Myers, Elliman Nall, Clinton;
Franklin, Patty
Roy Lee
Fraiktin, Charlie Stewart,
Valley; Katherine
Water
Powell, Mary Elizabeth Stunson, Pete Holcomb, Verrill Lee
Daruell, Hickman; June Hend•an, Cecil Wilkins, Sylvialeen
Residents of Northwest TenPewitt, Evelyn Easley, Fulton. nesse* several weeks ago plodgod more than $17,000 10th. Pafor
FULTON
ducah Telethon of Stars
Children and more
Bob Herring, Charles New- Crippled
Westmoreland, than $15,000 of these Pledges
W L.
ton,
Dukedom, Pearl Payne, Pal, already have been honored by
Davis, Nina the contributors.
Nettle
mersville;
of Kentucky who
Mrs. J.T. Yarbro of TiptonMors, Crutchfield; Ruby Grifof the U. S. Army ROTC cadets at the University
represeatative for
OFFICER COMMISSIONS PRESENTED AT UK—Four
fin, Union City; Royce Bubb, vine, field
Brown, Louisville, Dewey L. Strickler, Lexington,
E.
Ronald
loft,
West Tennessee Mister
from
the
are,
lieutenants
second
as
Hickman; Sam
Campbell,
Sue
have received commissions
exg
commissionin
Seal Society said the telethon
Gold bars were presented to the man during
Bugg, Marjorie Sons, Clinton;
Philip C. Dunn, Madisonville, and Leslie K. Cheaters, Fulton.
books for 1070 will be closed
Carolyn Minton, Jim Latoon, Jan. 15 and urged thos, who
campus.
Lexington
orcises on tfw
Campbell, Blanche
Virginia
made pledges to mall them to
Clayton, Ruby Linder, Wa'er Paducah Telethon, Box
1414,
lingering illness. Mrs. Doron Baptist Church on Monday , with Valley; Reba Coltharp, Audie Paducah, I. 42001, before
scorns some two months. Rea. Howard Miler, Rev. Bob Russell, Wingo; Aubra Burns, that date.
In
was
•GOOD SPRINGS • AUSTIN SPRINGS She is survived by her com- Copeland and Rev. Erad Cald- Cayce,
contributions from
All
Mn. FIllimen Weelbreek
By Mrs. Carey Frigid%
panion, a son, four grandchild- well officiating. Jackson FunJewell Greer, Flordie Whe- Northwest TIMMS**, will be
of
charge
in
great-grandwas
two
Home
and
Gardner
ren,
eral
eler, Catherine Webb,
returned next month directly
services all the arrangements.
Whitlock, Mary Jean King,South to the Faster Seal society of
The Rev. Bob Copeland filled children. Funeral
Spr Lags CPW met
Good
Presispent the past Fulton; George Powell, Carolyn West Tennessee to be used for
WASHINGTON
interment
writer
with
there
New
held
at
Your
were
appointment
regular
the
his
at
afternoon
Thursday
past in Highland Cemetery. We ex- weekend in Dresden, houseguest Cooley, Stella Babbs, Elizabeth needed services for the handident Nixon has vetoed a bill ovchurch with seven members Salem '3apVst Church the
to all the of Mr, and Mrs. Eric Cunning- Watkins, Ludt* Cayce, J, W. capped Children of this area,
sympathy
and also the tend
erhauling the federal pay syspresent, one of whom was a new Sunday at 11 a.m,
ham, and their mother, Mrs. Coleman, Pat Hall, Hannah Mrs. Yarbro said.
Blaylock. evening service. The attendance bereaved ones.
Almon
Mrs.
member,
and
workers
tem for blue collar
Mr. Ed McClain passed away Ed Frields. Mrs.Frields is now Tompktns, J. H Hale, S. N,
The January program, "The fell off, due to the bad weather
and
Saturday night at his home in nearing her 91st birthday
Newton, Ruth Terry, Maggie
giving them a 4 per cent wage
Bible Speaks to Me," was pre- condition.
past few Crutch, George Goodwin, NetMc. and Mrs. Grover True, Mayfield, after a long illness. is done well these
sented by Mrs. T. L. Ainley.
increase.
former,
a
was
Robert
months.
McClain
Mr
Mr.
tle Tucker, James Meacham,
The years theme is "The Holy and daughter,
The veto message, which was
area, and a
Lawson Roper, Fulton.
Comes Through the Rickman, visited their sister resident of this
Spirit
the
by
serving in Weakley
not announced previously
FULTON
Word," and this program male and aunt, Mrs. Ivy Vincent the magistrate,
TO
RETURNS
SERIOUSLY ILL
the
maiy
to
at County
Court a good
White Howe, was read
a very good beg:ruling. Also the past week. She is improved
Mad Brown returned
Estnn M. paws is a patient in
years, and a retired fa-mer.
House as it met Saturday on the
Bible study book, "Joy for an this writing.
fiac-weeks
a
from
27
AI1DREWS
the Baptist Hospital in MemNews reazhed here o' the He Is survived by his com- December
fired day of the 91st Congress.
Anxious Age" a study of the
acation in Oxnard, and Belly-- phis. His condition is listed as
Doron in panion, a sister, nieces and
Phillipian Letter will be a part death of Mrs. Curtis
hc
The bill covers 800,000 blue
where
California,
1.1'0M,
to
Hospital nephews. Funeral services
Jewelry ComPenT
serious Cards may be sent
of each monthly meeting. An Mayfield Community
collar workers, whose wages
4111 and family.
1
tr,1 he- !/
after a were at Old Bethel Miasionary
Room 1225, Madison East.
introduction to this book was the past Saturday night
are fixed by a special wage
West
of the given by Mrs. Hillman
A representative
board and are geared to the pre*****************W************
will
be
Next meeting
veiling rate of pay for the same Small Business Administration bre°X*
at ******************************************
p.m.
0
1:3
at
4,
February
will be at that Agency's partjob in private industry.
Watkins.
Loyd
Mrs.
of
home
the
time office in the City Hall on
It provides an extra pay
in Good Springs
the Second Floor, Paducah, Every woman
grade in each job classification Kentucky, on January 21, as is a member—there is a ir
which would boost the present announced by R. B. Blankenship, fervent wish that more would It
There are no
top rate by 4 per cent.
SBA District Director. The become active.
dues, no enrollment, only at- w
Nixon said the bill wduld have office, operated on a semi- tendance at the meetings each
first and
fueled the fires of inflation with monthly basis every be open month is necessary to be an
third Thursday, will
"costly and unwarranted pay
from 9-00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. active member.
features."
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Tibbs
In order to determine credit
A majorky of the blue collar and eligibility requirements for have begun construction of a W.,
south of Dukeworkers the legislation proposed SBA loan programs, it is sug- new home, lust
dom. Also quite an improve- r
to help financially are in the De- gested that the businessmen
at the place
way
under
is
ment
bring with them a recent finanfense Department.
sheet recently bought by Mr.and Mrs. 1r
It
17
Speaking of adverse economic cial statement or balance
....
business and a profit and laminie Work.
441.........••••61,
.4.0.0.111
,eitbe.ee
effects he said the bill would of the
Mr. Wel Mrs. Durkl, jAcCall „,
previous
the
for
statement
loss
;.
• .
V •• •
• ••• •
have, Nixon told the House in fall year.This information per- spent several days lee -week
and Mrs.
his veto message:
tains to established businesses. visiting with Mr.
"At a time when the adminis- However, anyone interested in Howell Jones tn Livingston, Ala.
well.
Is
not
40tration Is most concerned about establishing a new business is Mr. Jones
Randall Brown was moved
inflationary wage settlements in encouraged to consult with this
6
amisro
City
Union
at
the
hospital
from
the private sector, this bill wold representative as well as other
to the Baptist Hospital, MemMiliff.100
mean that many federal em- businessmen who are in need phis last Wednesday. He has
or asployes in a given locality would of financial advice
with a back insuffering
been
be paid at much higher rates sistance.
weeks. Tests
In addition to an SBA loan jury for several
than those prevailing in the primade to determine
representative, there will be are being
locality.
of injury. Joyce revste sector of the same
a SCORE (Service Corps of the type
'Under the present system, Retired Executives) Counselor turned home Sunday and rehe
was feeling some
ported
workcollar
blue
most federal
available to talk with small
ers are already paid 4 per cent business inquirers. SCORE better, but tests will continue.
Walter Williams was moved
more than prevailing rates. This representatives in the Paducah
from Tucker Nursing Home,
bill would mean that about two- area are Robert R. Sachs and in
Mayfield to weAle7 Co.
thirds of these workers would be Ross L. Cochran.
Nursing Home last Saturday.
paid at rates 8 per cent above
Mrs. Williams is with Mr. and
prevailing rates."
DRUG ABUSE
Mrs. Dwell McCall until . a
Nixon said the blue collar
The recent Drug Abuse Con- place can be made for her.
Leslie Westmoreland is not
paysoll already is $4 billion. The ference called by Governor
only way the added cost of the Nunn has spurred thousands of as well as usual at his home.
maMrs. Jennie Austin was
bill could be met, he said, would requests for drug educatitin
be by cutting jobs, especially in terial from groups across the moved from Tuckers Nursing
an..
;
to a hospital at Mayfield
Home
state.
the Defense Department.
last week.
Mrs. Mae Byors and Mark
and Ed Rhodes were weekend
`
...1.411001*.'
•
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Lindsey at Tri City. They were
joined by Mr. and Mrs. Webb
Brown on Sunday when they
all enjoyed a catfish dinner together.
List your "Lost Money" accounts with us for

Federal Pay
Bill Vetoed
By Nixon

Area Residents
Asked To Redeem
T-V Pledges

Paris Ter LE
'Electric Shavers ki:

SBA Rep Plans
Regular Visits
In Paducah

FULTON CREDIT BUREAU
Under New Management

tollection. Patronize and utilize your local
Credit Bureau.

Buford and Mildred Huffman
Fulton. Ky.
207 Commercial Ave.
---Phone 472-2720

NOTICE
Mississippi River Economic
Opportunity Council, Inc.
Community Action Program
Applications are being accepted for Executive Director of Community Action Program. Must have a Masters Degree or equivalency in Community Development or Bachelors Degree with related experience. Must be
capable to work with people and have some
knowledge of 0E0. Should be familiar with
systems analiSis and information systems.
Salary range $9,000 - $13,000, with opportunity to increase plus excellent fringe benefits. Send resume to Augustus Pearson, Mississippi River Economic Opportunity Council,
316 Anderson Street, Fulton, Kentucky,
42041 by January 21, 1971.

Soybean Group
Meets Thursday
The annual meeting of the
of the
Chapter
Kentucky
National Soybean Association
will be held at Kentucky Dam
Village, Thursday, January
14th, 1971, beginning at 930
a.m.
A very interesting program
has been arranged by President Esche. The program of
the National Association will be
explained and officers of the
will be
Chapter
Kentucky
elected. Three directors will
"be elected from the Purchase
Area.

MOVE TO LONE OAK
Mr. slid Mrs. Hugh Raines
children. Robert and
and
Cindy, have moved to their
newly purchased home at Lone
Oak, Kentucky. They did live
on Green Street in Fulton. Mr.
Raines is an Illinois Central
electrician.

The Truth Generally Lies Under the Surface
The true facts about anything
are seldom pure and never simple.
Facts often are deeply hidden, like
the seven-eighths of an iceberg
which always lie under water.
When your newspaper reporter
says
"May I ask you a question or
two?" he is really "diving" for
facts. He hopes to bring to the
light of day Other related names,
figures, or relationships which will
tell his readers a fuller story.

Good newspapers, good newspapermen constantly dive,'dig, and
probe beneath the appearances of
things to their deeper, often hidden meanings and connections.
There are all kinds of newspapers and all kinds of newspapermen. Nobody ever claimed they
were all perfect. But one thing
is certain:
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
is engaged in digging out and
publishing important facts about
our public life.
That's the job of a free and unlicensed press.
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Mrs. Council

Mrs. Ola Kimbell

Mrs. Pearl Elizabeth Council of Hickman widow of Claude
Council and mother of Mrs.Nevrt
'Daniel of Union City, died Sunday
in Oblon County General Hospital where she had been a patient
about one week. She was 77.
Services will be held at 2
p.m. Wednesday at the First
Church of God in Hickman. The
Bev, Raymond Kelchner will offtelate and burial will follow in
Hickman City Cemetery. Chaney
Funeral Home of Hickman has
charge of arrangements.
Grandsons will serve as pallbearers.
Mrs. Council was born in
Dickson count?, Tenn., but had
spent most of her life in Hickman. She was the daughter of
the late John Wesley Jones and
Mrs. Callie Donia Jones. Her
husband died Sept. 13, 1963.
She leaves three sons, Aaron
Council and James D. Council,
both of Hickman, and James
Langford of Wisconsin; three
other daughters, Mrs. Andrew
Gray of Hickman, Mrs. Harry
Ervin of Sarasota, Fla. and Mrs.
Carl Plano of Michigan;
'
one
brother, Homer Jones; two sisters, Mrs. Wilma King and Mrs,
Anna Duty, both of Hickman; 18
grandchildren and 24 greatgondchildren.

William McClain
William Edmond
McClain,
78, retired farmer, died
at
2.00 p.m. Saturday, January
9, at his home in Mayfield
following an extended illness.
Born in Weakley County, Tennessee, July 18, 1892, he was
the son of the late Joe and
Betty Morris McClain.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Ruby McClain of Mayfield, and a sister, Miss Lamle
McClain of Palmersville, Route
1
He was a member of the
New Salem Missionary Baptist
Church. He was a member of
the Boydsville Lodge F & AM
Services were held Monday,
January 11, at theJackson Funeral Home in Dukedom. Reverend Howard Miller and Reverend Bobby
Copeland
officiated. Interment was in McClain Cemetery near Palmers-

.

Kr:. Holleman
Mrs. Lola Lewis Holleman,
the former Mrs. Mack Roach
of Fulton, died January 7, in
a San Antonio, Texas hospital.
Services were held at 11:30
a.m.resday, January 12, at
the
octer Funeral Home,
Camden, Arkansas.
Mrs.
Holleman , was the
daughter of the late J. W. and
Lorena Hill Lewis and lived
in Fulton for many years.
Survivors include a brother,
Herschel H. Lewis, Bowling
Green, Kentucky, and two sisters, Mrs. Clarette Nunley,
Graham, Texas and Mrs. Marie
Holman, San Antonio, Texas.

Elmer Welch
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Authonty Comes From Bible
Affirms Hendersonville Speaker

DEATHS
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Mrs. Ola Weeks Kimbell, 86,
a resident of Highlands in Fulton, died at 1.30 p.m. Sunday,
January 10, at Lourdes Hospital
In Paducah, where she had been
a patient since fracturing her
hip several weeks ago.
Mrs. Kimbell was born July
23, 1884, in Graves County,
Kentucky, the daughter of the
late
William
and Margaret
Gossum Adyelott. She had been
a resident of this community
all her life. She was the wiclOw
of Roy R. Weeks and
Lon
Kimbell.
Mrs. Kimbell was a member of the Water Valley United
Methodist Church.
Survivors
include
three
daughters, Mrs. Ozelle Brown
of Fulton, Mrs. Margaret Peartree, Silver City, N. M., and
Mrs. Mae Bright, Detroit; one
son, Mac Weeks of South Fulton.
Also surviving are two sisters, Mrs. Lillian Roper of
Mayfield, Miss Stella Adyelott
of Water Valley; two brothers,
Boyd Adyelott, Memphis, five
grandchildren and 11 greatgrandchildren.
Services were at 2:00 p.m.
Tuesday, January 12, at Hornbeak Funeral Home Chapel.
Reverend William. G. Adams
was the officiating minister,
assisted by Reverend Danny
Underwood. Interment was in
the Water Valley Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Jonah BenWilliam Kimbell, Sr.,
nett,
Nathan Gossum, Bill Chapman,
Joe Beadles and Claud Owens.

Joseph Sala is in Hender- ter in Houston, Texas, observed
sonville, Tennessee, and what the laws of the Creator, who
he has to offer on the subject runs everything on split second
On the flood of lawlessness timing without confusing or disthat is now involving the world order. The results were sucis certainly encouraging.
cessful," and he added, "When
The members of the Fulton men accept the Creator's laws
Congregation will be among the as well as they can accept the
hundreds of Jehovah's
Wit- law of gravity, then and only
nesses addressed by Mr. Sala then can men expect to see law
at their circuit assembly to be and order rule over them, and
held the weekend of Jan. 15- they too will be successful."
17 at the Senior High School,
Saia will encourage the WitWith the crime wave zoom- nesses to continue to contribute
ing, the FBI using the latest to maintain law and order
"It
method of crime detection, and is interesting,"
he smiled,
the police department asking "that Jehovah's Witnesses are
for more
money to combat never arrested or jailed for
crime yet all three law en- civil disobedience." He conforcement agencies are
in tinued, "Our attitude toward
complete dismay and turmoil law and order can afford us
about solving the flood of vi- extremely
We need to rtilst
olence that even shocks our the influences to disrespeckaumodern day teenagers.
thority and to take the law:into
Sala, when questioned on the our own hands, becautethe
subject said, "Authority comes originator to that Influenee is
from the Bible." The astro- no other than the great leernauts, with their control cen- - pent, Satan the Devil from time

immemorial has been the instigator of violence against God
and man."
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• LATHAM
By Mrs. W. C. Morrison

Sala cited scriptural prophecies of a "new heavens and
a new earth," Stating, "the law
aid order of Jehovah God will
bring about earth-wide peace....
The present increase of violence and lawlessness with injustice will come to its VOMplete arrest at Armageddon,"
Saia ..,said, "And this
may
seem strange; soon there will
be no more lawlessness on the
face of the earth."

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bram
entertained their children during Christmas, Mr. and Mrs.
Frankie White—of Charlotsville,
Va., Mr. and Mrs. Hezzle Brant]
of Louisville, Ky., her brother
Mr. and Mrs. Murphy Rea of
Peoria, Ill., their son and family
from Germany.
About 100 friends and relatives attended the Golden Wedding Anniversary of Mr. aid
We asked him when we can Mrs. Earl McNatt, on December
27. Mr. and Mrs. J C. Rand
expect this to come about
He answered, "It would come McNatt and children were host
for
the occasion.
about by 'divine intervention'
Mr. and Mrs. 1. C. Wheeler
by the Kingdom of God in the
have been in Memphis, for the
hands of Christ Jesus." We .
patit two weeks, due to the
interrupted, "but when?" He
illness of their daughpromptly invited us to the ad- serious
ter, Yvonne Stevens, who Is In
dressed at the circuit assembly the Methodist
Hospital.
this weekend' to
hear the
serve)
, Vaughan underwent
answe4 Sala will speak on
minor surgery at the Fulton
Sunday•M 2 p.m., at HendersonHospital last Saturday, he reville, lasnessee on Gallatin
turned home on Sunday.
Pike. -I I
Mrs. Erlene Blackard was in
Memphis a few days last week,
Church Sumtay.
G
GOO
attending
her sister,
Mrs.

Yvonne Stevens.
Bonnie
Cummings
hasn't
been as well for the past week.
He is some better this week.
He would, like to thank his
friends for all cards, visits,
or an): other act of kindness
shown him during his illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Cummings
Commissioner.
Commerce
and Sabrina moved last Sunday
Paul W. Grubbs called 1970 .
from Gator Downs, Bayard,
Kentucky's best year in his-.
Fla., to Pomano, Fla., and extory in terms of private inpect to be home in a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Brann Dixon dustrial investment.
He said new industries in
have been indisposed with colds
Kentucky this year will infor the past week,
vest more than $504 million
Mrs. liable Pinkston and into the state's economy.
. ..
Grubbs termed it significant
children of Rome,Gorgia, spent
the weekend with her mother, that nearly 87 percent of the
Mrs. A. W Simpson. They also total is private taxable investvisited Mrs. Cordie Pinkston in ment--that Is, not financed by
bonds.
the tax-free revenue
Dresden.
in
which were used heavily
Chess Morrison Is about the the mid-1960's.
same. His recent visitors were:
A total of 72 new industries
Mr. and Mrs. Beckon Vaughan were announced this year, proand Dorothy of Fulton, Cecil viding 6556 new Jobs for KenBarber, Mr, and Mrs. Orven tuckians, while
exmajor
Morrison., Mr.-and Mrs. Har- pansions by 92 existing invey Vaughan, and Mr. and Mrs. dustries will add an additional.
Bonnie Cummings.
3061 lobs.

1970 Termed
Best Industry
Year In State

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Mrs. Lula Jackson
Services for Mrs. Lula M.
Jackson, 74, of Clinton, Route
4, were held at 2:00p.m.Saturday, January 9, at Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home at Clinton
with Rev. Tommy Grubbs officiating.
Interment was in Oakwood
Cemetery.
Mrs. Jackson died at 4•30
p.m. Thursday, January 7, at
her residence.
Survivors include five daughters, Mrs. Pauline Lyman of
Clinton, Mrs. Lily Rushing of
Cairo, Ill., Mrs. Eula Seay of
Anniston, Mo., Mrs. Dorothy
Ireland of Roxanne, Ill., and
Mrs. Beaulah McDaniels of
Silvis, Ill., two sons, Waymon
Jackson of Crutchfield and Albert Jackson of Clinton, Route
4, 38 grandchildren, 39 greatgrandchildren and one greatgreat grandchild.

• Chestnut Mad,
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
Several from this community
are attending the opening of the
dark tobacco sales in Mayfield
today, Monday January 11. The
air cured market was generally
satisfactory
apparently
although there was not a very
of
air
acreage
either
large
cured or dark fired in this community with plans for even a decrease next year.

Services for Elmer Watch,
David Finch, Harvey Vaughan
56, were held Sunday, January
and Jimmie Westbrook who are
10, at 2:00 p.m. at the Horn- the ASC committeemen
from
beak Funeral Home Chapel. this
community attended a
Reverend W. W. Kitterman,
meeting In Dresden last Monpastor of the Cumberland Pres- day. They received
information
byterian Church, officiated. In concerning several changes
in
torment was in GreenleaCemethe farm program. Cele change
tery.
of interest was that it will be
Pallbearers
Milton
were
necessary for those with acorn,
Counce, Tom Maddox, W. W. base
to grow some corn or the
Cole, W. H. Heath, Joe Hall base will be lost after three
and Harry Bloodworth.
years. More information can be
Mr. Watch died Friday, at obtained from these committee
8:15 p.m. at the Fulton Hos- members oral the
county office,.
pital following a short illness.
He was formerly employed as
Mr. and Mrs. Mackay Rhodes
a clerk at a retail package and daughter have returned to
store.
their home in Donna, Texas'
Born March 15, 1914, in Ful- after being here due to the death'r
ton County, Kentucky, he was of his mother, Mrs. Lillian
the son of the late Roy and Rhodes last week.
Myrtle Green Welch.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley &mill
survivors are
only
The
cousins, including Mrs. Mar- Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige4
cholla Cook of Duquoin, Ill., Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Barber and
Mrs. Edra Earl Hilliard of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
brithday
supper
Murray, James Great, A. W; enjoyed a
Green, Jr., Roy Green, Billy Saturday night with Mr. and
Green, Mrs. Christine Pierce, Mrs. Durrell Terrell honoring
Mn. Mary Ellen Ashby and his birthday.
Mn. Harold Williamson, all
Sympathy is extended to the
of Fulton,
Wheeler family at the unexpouted death of Mrs. Z. C.
Wheeler.

THE CENTRAL

CHURCH OF CHRIST, SECOND

AND CARR

The Central Church seeks to enlist the efforts of all people to
return to the Bible. Plant the same seed (the word of God. Luke
.8:11) and reap but one kind of fruit — Christians. Acts 11:26. This

STREETS

SERVICE SCHSDULE
Sunday
Bible Study

10'00 A M.

automaticillys,results in one boev (Eph. 4:4) and brings about re-

Morning Worship •

10:50 A. M.

ligious amity — that for which our Lord prayed, John 17:1-26. Tki

Evening Worship

this end are we dedicated, and it is our prayer that all men will
come to love Him, who died to save us, to the degree that they
will haVe the disposition of heart to say, "Lord, speak — thy servant '
°earth; command — and I will obey."

..... ....._............

...... 400 P. M.

Wednesday
Mid-week Service

r. M.

• T:01)

Thunday
Ladies' Class..._2:00P. M.

(Photo Courtesy Girdster's Studio)

"A FIRARTY WELCOME AWAITS YOU"

Mrs. Hamby Bard

Services for
Mrs. Dole
Mr. Ed McClain who served
Hamby Bard, widow of G. G. , for many years as a member,/
Bard, were held at 2:00 p.m. of the Weakley County court,
Friday, January 8, at
the from the first district, pissed
Cumberland Presbyterian away at his home in Mayfield
Church, with
Rev. W. W. last Saturday. The funeral serKitterman officiating. Inter- vice was at the Jackson Chapel
ment was Fairview cemetery. at Dukedom on Monday.
Mrs. Bard died Wednesday,
The Chestnut Club will men
flaratary 6, at the Vanderbilt
in the home of Mrs. Harve$
Hospital in Nashville.
Mrs. Bard is survived by Vaughan, Thursday,January 21
several nieces and nephews of at 10.00 a.m. Visitors ars
cordially invited.

eenfield- Monument Works
le Operettas IS Years .--

This filature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patroniz them.
•
Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Titmouse

M & B Gulf Station
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
•'Open Sunday Afternoons •

E. W. James and Sons

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
472-9060

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.
234-2655

'Veltman

South Fulton

Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky

SUPERMARKETS

472-1471

305 Main Street

472-1362

Compliments

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

•

W. D. *ewers

Oreentleld

Pellets

Plums

Plume 47S4SIS

J. B.MANESS SONS
Oteeilield, Tam

13141/3

Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky.

472-1411

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store—er at your door
Fulton, Ky.
472-3311

Henry L Siegel Company, Ins.
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
mato/
Clinton, Ky.

653-2771

Players Need Desire, Dedicafion To Win, Coach Murphy Says
"Desire and dedication" are
key words in Charles Murphy's
coaching philisophy. The Fulton County High School basketbail coach believes they make
the difference between a winning
season and a losing season.
"When I was in high school,
we broke into school to play
ball," he recalled. The principal would chew us out andthen
run us out."
Murphy believes that kind of
attitude Is necessary
to his
team's game plan. "They have
to have pride and unity. As a
coach, you can talk about that
all you want, but the players
'have to have it within."

I

The dedication that the 2'7describes
year-old Murphy
has helped him to reach his
basketball
becoming
a
goal of
coach. When he was graduated
from FCHS In 1961, he wanted
to attend college, but was undecided about where he wanted
to go and what he wanted to
study. He went to St. Louis,
where he worked first at Emon the aserson Electronic
sembly line, and later at International Paper, where he was
a box designer.
At the end of a year, having
decided he wanted to teach and

coach, Murphy entered Murray
State University. He majored
in history and physical education, and was graduated in 1965,
completing the requirements
for his degree in three years.
"I Just wanted to hurry u;
and get out," he joked. "Besides,
I
had
plads for
marriage."
He was married in 1964 to
Frances Kelly, whom he had
met when she was a freshman
cheerleader and he was a senior
guard for the Pilots. They now
have two children, three-yearold Kristie Rae, and
fourmonth-old Charles, Jr.
According to her husband,
Mrs. Murphy is still an enthusiastic
Pilot fan. She is
serving as a cheerleader sponsor for the second year
in
a row, and as attended all
the Pilots' games this season,
both at home and on the road.
The Murphys were married
just before he began student
teaching at Hickman County
High School. After graduation,
he taught one year, 1965-66,
at Hickman Elementary and was
on the coaching staff there. He
taught at FCHS from 1966 to
1968 and was assistant coach.
With a long-range goal of a

South Fulton Assured
New $80,000 Park Area
A new $80,000 recreation area for South Fulton has been assured this week with the announcement that a $40,000 matching grant for
the project has been approved by the Department
of the Interior.
The announcement was made Monday evening to the Fulton News from the office of Congressman Jones in Washington.
The recreation area will contain a 55x90foot swimming pool, a circular Wading pool 16
feet in diameter, a brick bath house with concession stand and office. a 39-space parking lot, two
tennis courts, three 20x36 picnic shelters, picnic
facilities, modern olave.round equipment for children, and landscaping.
The proposed location of the
is on
park-recreation area
Central Avenue, adjacent to the
Company garage
Telephone
building. Approximately $4000
in funds has been earmarked
for site development. South Ful-

MSU Offers
Public Speaking
Class At Night
MurMURRAY, Ky.,
ray State University will offer
the basic public speaking course
for the first time as an evening
class during the spring semester.
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
the communications department,
said the course entitled Speech
161, Basic Speech, will meet on
' Mondays from 6 to 9 p.m. in
Room 305 of Wilson Hall begin.ning Feb. 8. The class will carry
the regular three semester
hours of credit.
L. Perry Wilbur will be the Instructor. Wilbur earned the
bachelor's degree at Memphis
State University and the Master
of Divinity at Emory University
in Atlanta. He currently is completing the Master of Science
degree in speech at Murray
State.
Full-time students may register for the course as part of
their regular load, and part-time
students may be enrolled at the
regular university fees, according to Molleld.

ton City Manager Mike Blake
told The News. If this site is
selected, Blake stated that a
considerable amount of dirt
would le hauled in and the low
surfaced raised. Alternate sites
are also being considered.
The money, made available
through the Department of Interior, is from the Land and
Water Conservation Fund.South
Fulton's share of the cost is
"already on hand andearmarked for this purpose," City Manager Mike Blake stated.
Construction and site preparation are expected to begin at
an early date this Spring, with
All facilities expeeted to be
completed and open by early
summer. The new facility will
afford superb augmentation of
South Ftilton's annual summer
recreation program for all
ages.

Thieves Loot Market
Of Estimated $2,000

programs, and that the basketball players useethe extra time
to practice.
"If you love the game enough,
you do what you want to do,"
Burglars forced their
way stopped st the eterirto Cheek es
Murphy said. ',It's like Ted
into Cecil's Liberty Supermar- store's refrigeration system.
Williams said, the difference
ket
Reelfoot
Evidence at the scene indion
Avenue
some—
between a 200 hitter and
a
tient+
Sunday morning and made, cated that burglars used anelec300 hitter is 2,000 extra pracen with an estimated $2,000 tric drill to bore into the safe
tice swings."
In cash
after ripping open and then employed a sledgehamMurphy said his
goal as
the firm's safe.
mer, axe, crowbar and other
coach has always been
to
Police Chief Cleatie Haley tools to rip the safe open.
win a district tournament. One
said
the burglary
happened
The intruders took the drill
of his favorite memaries from
*sometime after the store clos- with them but left other tools,
high school is the Pilots' vicincluding
a broken axe, scatand
ed at midnight Saturday
tory in the 1960 Mayfield
the
PhU tered On the floor beside
3:30 p.m. Sunday when
Christmas Tournament. The
manager, mate.
Minyard, assistant
Rolls of pennies and nickels
Pilots, who were coached by
were spurned by the burglars
Harold Garrison, now Fulton
and were either left in the
County school superintendent,
safe
or scattered around the
played three games in the tourfloor. Several hundred dollars
nament. They won each one by
In checks were scattered also,
two points. Among Murphy's
ignored by t h e
apparently
teammates were Bobby Harthieves.
rison of Fulton and Kenneth
Chief
Assistant
Charles
Vowell of Hickman.
Pendergrass
and other police
When you're a coach, you
officers,
with
members
along
toe Last two weeks
don't have time for anything
During- a recent practice session. Pilot Basof the Safety Patrol, raced to
in January (1971) each person
out basketball," Murphy said.
the scene after the break was
ketball
Coach.
Charles
Murphy,
(center)
received
a payment for
exwho
The Pilots play two games per
reported by Mr. Minyard.
To his players, Murphy em- week, and on other nights their amines his team's statistics with team manager. farm program participation will
Chief Haley said the thieves
phasizes the need for prac- referees
be notified by the Data Proces- climbed onto the roof of the
elementary-school Richard Lee Jones. (left)
and score keeper; sing Center of the total direct
tice --at night, on weekends, games, and also plays games
new store and chopped
their
and during school vacations, if with faculty members and men Charles Hobbs.
payment received. This will way through the roof on
the
necessary. He pointed out that from Hickman. During sumnot Include any purchase order southeast corner, just above a
most of the Pilots' opponents mer vacations, he keeps
for
service
conservation
or
rnahigh
stack
of
boxes
in
the
storein
this season do not have football shape playing softball.
terial issued by the Cbunty room which enabled the burglars
NOTEBOOK—
to effect an entrance without
ASCS Office.
At the same time farmer is dropping the epproximately 15
(Continued From Page One)
notified, the Internal Revenue feet to the concrete floor,
Then the intruders maid,their
Service will also receive notice of the payments received. way to the store's office In the
ors, neices and nephews who live in the
northwest
corner of the main
Farmers are reminded of the
floor where they chopped a hole
Nashville area, where Mrs. Bard died on
importance of these notices.
about two feet square in the
Notice should be placed with
Wednesday, January 6, at the Vanderbilt
lower panel of the locked, wooden
"1970 Income Tax Records." door.
Hospital
after
a
short
illness.
Any descrepancy between this
by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
The safe was located in the
report and the Income Tax Re- office.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
She had gone to Nashville to visit with
turn may cause the return to
Officers dusted the officeerea
be rejected or questioned.
her family, for the holidays. She suffered a
for possible fingerprints and
Any questions Concerning the fanned out around the store loan
severe heart attack, then contracted pneureport should be directed to attempt to turn up
relevant
MORE ON CHILD EATING
monia, which accounted for her death.
the County A.SCS Office from footprints. The investigation was
which payment was received. continuing today.
Last week we talked about the young carrots, new potatoes, cusAssisting local
authorities
County offices do not receive
problem a mother faces when her tards or bananas, frequently go
child wont eat. I emphasized the over big Your child should try
a copy of the printout; there- was Jack Charlton, agent of the
psychological aspects of that prob- new foods as part of his learciog
Bureau
Tennessee
of
Criminal
There
is
certainly
fore,
have
if
you
printdesire
no
to
doubt
that
she
died
lem, mainly that mothers shouldn't to eat balanced meals. And nothstationed
in
oats verified, please bring a Identification,
as she lived, quietly, graciously and prepared
let a child refuse to eat because ing may be as important as the
Dyersburg.
copy to county office._
of the special attention it will get example you set. Children can
Powell,
owner
Cecil
of
in
mind
the
and
spirit
to
accept
her
passing.
This information is furnished
him.
hardly be expected to prefer good
store, said a check would have to
Today let's talk about other food choices if you or your husby the Fulton County ASCS Ofbe made to determine the exact
ways of helping your child to de- band set a bad example in your
Mrs. Bard had lived in Fulton since 1925
fice, 701 Moscow, Hickman, amount
of the loss.
velop good eating habits. You'll own eating habits.
Kentucky.
when
she
came
here
as
a
bride
with
her
late
recall I said your child's appetite
Child-She Servings
may well vary from what you
husband
Gus Bard, who passed away last
Suggested child-size servings of
think he should eat, and when.
CALLED TO JACKSON
year at the age of 95.
His appetite may even vary from basic foods for children 3 to 8
meal to meal, and from day to day. years of age may help you to give
Mr. and Mrs. Moore Joyner
If he :is over tired, excited, in your child reasonable amounts at
Somewhere I read that one Of life's
have been called to Jackson,
strange surroundings or if his rou- any one meal. Such servings inMississippi, due to the serious
tine has been changed, his appe- clude:
sweetest pictures is to see the elderly, who
tite may lag.
illness of her sister, Mrs. H. if.
Milk — 8-oz. cup or glass (%
have spent a life-time together, sharing their
Cutler.
cup)
Serve Regular Meals
waning years in the same aura of love and
Juice — 4-oz. glass e, cup)
So keep to a regular meal scheddevotion that they shared in the beginning of
Egg — 1 medium
Robbery- - ule as much as possible. And consider the advantage of a quiet
Meat—As much as a meat patty
their lives together.
(Continued from page 1)
time before meals. It will let your 3" across, IA" thick
child and you "slow down" so he
Cereal —
cup cooked, IA cup
tall and weighing approxiNo couple more exemplified these love- es
is more ready to eat. Calm peo- ready-to-eat kinds
mately 170 pounds. He was reple and calm surroundings during
Bread — 1 slice
ly words than did Dola and Gus Bard as they
ported to be white with blond' r
meals are a "must."
Vegetables and Fruits— 'A to 1
hair and wearing a mustache.
As for the meals themselves,
lived and shared each precious moment tofood for little folks needn't be medium apple, tomato, or orange;
The second subject was degether.
planned separately from the rest 2 to 4 tablespoons of others.
scribed as white, five feet 10
of the family. The same basic
This doesn't mean you should
tall, and weigning apfoods that everyone needs are also give your child all the aboviktoods
All of us shall remember them with great- inches
proximately 180 pounds.
the best for your child. And eye- at one meal. But it gives you an
est
affection,
for
both
of them personified the
Fulton police, state police,
catching foods, bright colors like idea of serving sizes that won't
orange gelatin, green peas, or red over-stuff him, Then if he wants
and the commonwealth detecoft-repeated
phrase
that
"life
is
worth
livtomatoes also catch young eyes. more, you can let him have sective are investigating the in10
Mild delicate flavors, too, like ond helpings.
cident.
career in educational administration, Murphy earned a master's degree in twelve-grade
principalship from Murray in
1967. The degree qualified him
for his next position, coordinator of federal funds, which
held during the 1968-69
he
school year. Murphy was reall
sponsible for directing
federal money received by the
Fulton County school system into the proper programs.
Murphy returned to FCHS
as head basketball coach last
year. This year, he teaches
five classes in health and phyaddition
sical education in
to coaching.
He described himself as a
"fundamente"st"
dr. ,tecipline, not h in the classroom and
on the basketball court."I can't
stand a quitter. I like guys
all
who hustle and give it
they have," he stated. But he
added, "You can't push kids
any more, if you're going tc
lead them."

Data Processing
Reveals Pay To
Area Farmers

Doctor
in the Kitchen

HOMELITE XLs
are the fastest
selling chain saws
in the world!

Clyde Webb Named Chairman
1976 Kentucky Bicentennial

Frankfort, Ky.--Gov. Louie these observances, including
B. Nunn named Ashland execu- indepth studies by national contive Clyde M, Webb as chair- sulting firms, has been directed
man of the Kentucky Historical by a spec ial steering committee
Events Celebration Commis- established by the governor in
sion, and set the group's first November of 1968. This Commeeting for the morning
of mittee includes Kenneth F. HarJanuary 19.
per, commissioner of Public InWebb, vice president
for formation for the commonCommunications and External wealth, John Lewis, executive
Affairs at Ashland Oil, Inc., vice president of the Kentucky
Joined the company in 1965 Chamber
of Commerce;
ECONOMY
after nearly 20 years in as- Charles Herd, executive vice
sociation with the International president of the Louisville Area
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has apHarvester Co. He is coordi- Chamber of Commerce; Henry
pointed E. five-member Council nator
of Equal Opportunity Fi- E. Harris, chairman
of the
of Economic Advisers to col- nance,
a minority interprise LACC Long Range Planning
lect and interpret fiscal data small
business investment Committee; Harry Hoe, Midwith the purpose of making company (MESBIC) operated
by dlesboro
business executive
projections, and to report on the company in Louisville.
and state representative from
the "state' of the Kentucky
A native of New Roads, La., the 87th District; and Frank J.
economy" at the beginning of the commission chairman grad- Groschelle, executive director
fiscal and calendar years.
uated from the University of of the Kentucky Program DeSouthwestern Louisiana in 1941 velopment Office.
and was a graduate student at
Texas A&M College until he
ELECTIONS
entered the tr, S. Navy in 1942.
Governor Nunn has set Jan.
As Commander of a motor torpedo boat unit, he participated 15 as the date for special elec.
in five campaigns in the South tions to. fill vacancies in the
35th state Senatorial District,
Pacific.
The January 19 meeting, s.' and the 82nd state House Disfor 9:30 a.m. to the Governor's trict.
Conference Room,will bring the
commission together for the
CHANGE OF DATE
first time since its creation by
the 1970 Legislature. The group The Fellowship Workers of
the
South Fulton Methodist
includes some 40 members of
Kentucky's business and pro- Church will meet on January
fessional
leadership and is 1.9 instead of Wednesday, Jancharged with preparing
and uary 13, at the church.
FROM 8:00 A. M. To 4:00 P. M. TO SELL executing an overall
program
HIGHWAYS
for the 1974 Observance
of
1971 VEHICLE LICENSES FOR
the 200th anniversary of the
The Iligjway Department refounding of Kentucky's first cently opened bids for conpermanent settlement at Fort struction projects, including 29
Harrod and the 100th running miles of the Owensboro-Bowof the Kentucky Derby as well ling Green-Somerset parkways,
as for Kentucky's Participation totaling $44 million.
REAPPORTIONMENT
The Legislative
Research
Commission has estimated as
many as 30 to 40 of Kentucky's
counties may have to be split
to achieve acceptable legislative districts under reapportionment.

NOTICE

I will be at the City Hall in Fulton
SATURDAY, JANUARY 16th

Passenger Cars, Trucks, Trailers,
Motorcycles

Please bring your 1970,registration with you.

FULTON COUNTY COURT CLERK

COLLEGE
Governor Nunn has released
the artist's drawings of a fivestor y reinforced
concrete
Academic-Administration BuildPIANOS:---Have two beautiful,
ing which will serve as the hub
like new, pianos with ten year
of the planned Northern Kenwarranty, must be sold to settucky State College campus.
tle account. Terms: write Baldwin Field Representative, Box
7202, Lexington, Kentucky.

See us for - -.
Your Insurance Needs

RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341

CLYDE M. WEBB
RECREATION
A $21,000 federal Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation grant has
been sent to the city of Georgetown as part payment for developing a 100-acre park in thet
city. Governor Nunn, in announcing the award, said to
date 64 similar applications
from 44 counties have been approved during the past three
years.

SUNSET DRIVE-IN
1144vtion Med% & Woke Car
FRI.. SAT. JAN. 15 - 14
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT 7:10

Baby Love
— AND —
Sweden Heaven
and Hell

STARTS AT 7:00

Dam&
— AND —
Rouse Of A 1,000 Dolls
Bova Bora

HOMELITE
XL-12

CLASSIFIED ADS

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

SUN. - MON. JAN. 17 - 1$
THREE FEATURES

DEE LANGFORD

P-6 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, Jan. 14, 1971

DRIVERS NEEDED
Train now to drive semi trick,
local and over the road. Diesel
or gas; experience helpful but
not necessary. You cen earn
over $4.50 per hour after short
training. For interview and application, call 615-242.3439, or
write Safety Dept., United
Systems, Inc., Terminal Bldg.,
404 Arlington Avenue, Nashville Tennessee, 37210.

• Weighs orgy 12 tbs. 12 ea. lees les
and cam
• Cuts 12" trees m 10 seconds'
• Easy to start - easy to handle
• Fells trees op to 3 feet in chameter
Get a free demonstratFon today'

40
1
4—
Famous NOnlehte St
50 light you Can
been.ii,, ens Mad'

BURNETTE
TRACTOR CO.
FULTON

The NEW LOOK' Is Here I
Give yourself a New Look; a New Personality! Now is the time
to get ready for the new season ahead ... begin with a style
created
just for you. Start with a natural-looking permanent now!

ON SPECIAL FOR JAN. & FEB. (MON-TUES-WED-ONLY)
(Open after 5: p. m. by appointment)
$20 Perm. $15 Penn. $12.50 Penn. $10.50 Perm.

$15 12" 10"

850

JEWEL's BEAUTY SHOP
606 Arch Street
Phone 472-2526
— Operators —
Sandra Lusk
Jewel Myatt
Wanda Baker

.11111. WINKINOKIP. Swatu.s..74.-
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Silver and stainless flatware
a WO million a year busine
In the U.S.

In the U.S., approximately 14
infants in 1,000 die during the'
first week of life.

Limited Quantities, Hurry! While They Last.
Sale Ends Saturday, January 30.
Electric Pop-up
11,Lb. Six.
TOASTER
ROASTER
Was 69.91

Was $2.50

$6.99

$1.89
FRICTION TAPE

Stainless Steel

TABLEWARE
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WALL CLOCK

Were $3.99

Was $9.95

WASHINGTON - Two million
4 f America's three million farms
roduced a gross income of
ess than $10,000 in 1968. Anher half-million realized less
i han $20,000 gross income.

FUL TON

Electric

4 72-16 51

$6.99
25% OFF

....

Ceramic

ASH TRAYS

Now Thru Saturday

On All

Were $1.00 Each

Hunting Clothes

2 For $1.00

I Lot Women's
Fleece - Lined

Plastic

GARMENT BAGS

RUBBER BOOTS

Wert $1.00 Each

$2.99
MENS BOOTS
$4.99 Up

Was $11.95

-

$9.95

WIISA

Were $6.99

2 For $1.00
AC-DC RADIO

Pin-Up Cool Oil
Plastic Drink

LAMPS

GLASSES

Love ro
It
Of
1440,0 it

a.

Were $3,49

Were 4 for 39c

$2.49

8 For 39c

UN. - MON. - TUES.JAN.- 17 - 19th
ADULTS ONLY!

Children's
ELK. Portable
Were $7.95

RAIN COATS
50c

$599

Child's Sof

MIXERS
.,

30-Cup Party

Allen Font

Was $12.95

Was $11.95

$6.95

$9.95

Zipper Vinyl

Largo Family

BIBLES

FLIGHT BAGS
$8.95

Were $12.95

Foam Mattress

$10.95

o

TABLE & CHAIR

COFFEE MAKER

1 -

Ills first
(:audit! Camera
feature film.
_

TOPPERS
Inch,

Were $3.95

$2.99

THERMOS

2 - Inch,

Was $1.59

Were $7.95

$5.99

$1.19
,

Railroad Salvage Co.

"What
DoYou Say
to a
Naked Lady?"
3- (
No ONE UNDER
( )I.( /R

ADE/MID

Doi lite

United Artists

LAKE ST.-FULTON, KY.

12 at. NNW bet

iecondsi
to handle
et in diameter
n today,

INNINNENIENNEINEW

e!
the time
mated

1-ONLY)

tires that he knows about. He
said his father and mother separated when he was II and he
hasn't seen or heard from his
father since.
He knows his mother died
while he was in prison but he
doesn't know when.
Fuller was paroled in 1961
and 1964 but each time his freedom was revoked because he
couldn't stay sober.
Circuit Court Judge Robert S.
Brady of lictolhinville ordered
Fuller released in 1988 but the
Court of Criminal Appeals held
the judge acted without authorization and ordered Fuller back
to prison.
This time, Fuller says he's
out for good.
He was scheduled to arrive
about dawn today in Dallas
where he was to meet the Rev.
H. L. Hart, minister of the
Christ Eternity Church and a
Dallas businessman, who has
offered klm a .10.

LONDON - The continentaldrift idea was first advanced
400 years ago by England's Sir
Francis Bacon. Early in this
century it was spelled out scientifically by Alfred Wegener of
Germany. Each noticed the way
some continents would be fitted
together like jigsaw-puzzle pieces.

LIVING ROOM SUITES

Your Greatest
Economy Buy!

Offer Good Thru. Saturday, January 16 only

Serve /
1 3 more!
Pepsi-Cola
16-ounce bottles!

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE COMPANY

107 COMMERCIAL AVENUE

472-1533

SAVE ON FAMOUS CANNON NO - 1101

SHEETS and' CASES
72 x 104
TWIN

Reg. $2.99

Viola

r.D

81 x 104
FULL FITTED

Reg. $3.79

90 x 115
QUEEN

Reg. $4.50
Reg. $6.50
ear
, Reg. $1.99

299
$3099

TED

106 x 115
KING kit fED

Sin
$1.79

42 x 36
CASES

All Colored, Striped and Printed

$1.37

CROUP OF CANNON

2 Yds. $1.00

No - Iron Blends

Aristocrat Fabrics

1-11 57c id.

No - Iron Blends, Versatile Prints and Solid Colors
----1

IBENFRAN Kiri N

NO - IRON
SHEETS & CASES

trolf
e;

,

,
I,

T

Bands-Thursday, Friday, and Sat. Nits,

Sunday Open 5 p. m To Op. a.471-9012

ON ALL NEW AND USED

Yo•

legante Perna -Press Prints Fall Line Of Fashion Colors
84c Yd.
,- -:.-„
Slipcover and Drapery Fabrics-

404 Lake Street
\
FULTON, KENTUCKY

EN

10% OFF

Continental-Drift
Idea 400 Years Old

Bonded Acrilycs, Synthetic Blends
Spring Fashions In Plaids
' $2 99 Yd.
Checks, Tweeds, and Solids!
•

FRIE

Pizza - Shakes-Hamburgers

SPECIAL!

Wirltn
5ALIE

$2.25 Yd.

Scoichgard To Repel Spots

When °Won County
residents
begin purchasing
new
license plates for their automobiles about the middle
of
February, they will find each
number beginning with 30.
After five years of showing
the name of the county In small
letters under the number, Tennessee this year will return
to a numerical designation for
each county, based on the 1960
census.
That census showed 29 other
counties In the state with populations greater than
Oblon,
ranking this county 30th.

JANUARY

, Double Knits spring Colors $3.99 Yd.

Dress,Blouse Fabrics

Baker

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
Tennessee State Prison's "forgotten man' walked through
the Gothic structured prison entrance Tuesday with $37.10 and
a bus ticket to Dallas, Tex., in
a pocket of his new brown suit.
Taft Fuller, 82, released on
parole, turned his back on 37
years, seven months and one
day in the Tennessee prison
system.
Fuller became known as the
"fogotten man" when it was
disclosed In 1959 that he hadn't
received a piece of mail or a
visitor at the prison in 15 years.
He says he vaguely remembers his trial at the Warren
County Courthouse In 1933 be.
cause he was only semi-con.
scions with 14 bullet wounds.
Each day of the trial he was
carried into the courtroom on a
stretcher and after he was sea.
towed to 99 years for murder
luod 20 years for attempted
bank robbery he was taken to
the state prison in an ambulance.
Fuller's conviction stemmed
from the attempted holdup of a
Morrison, Tenn., bank and the
murder of a man who Joined
sheriff's deputies In foiling the
robbery.
But the memory of his prison
, years remains firmly planted In
his mind.
Fuller said it was like "living
to hell."
"I saw five men killed one
time when trioy were 14_11,w
waiting for breakfast. That was
In 1937," he recalled.
Fuller said he has no rein-

Ubion County
Is No. 30

pile up slayings
In our

Long Wearing Blends,

;0

Leaves Tennessee Prison
After Serving 37 Years

PICK UP AN EXTRA CARTON TODAY!

Spring Colors, Solids, Fancies and Textures

3N

Of interest to Homemakers

Jo the 8.Peck

,
3000 YARDS OF
1 NEW SPRING MATERIAL '

Bonded Knits

ITE
& CO.

=TM

'
• NHURSDAY. JANUARY 14, 1971

Fill 06-Onatios

FABRIC . FAIR SALE

LITE
L2

T1111 NE

wilnew

Most Under $10,000

.

$6.99
SPICE RACKS
$2.49

kULTON. KENTUCKY

'

Was 19c

Was $9.95

Pint-Ship

Xls
astest
lin saws
'odd!

;or•ou'l

ODDS and ENDS SALE-

LICCOND

Muslin Sheets
$1.99
Mostly Twin Sizes- One Low
Price-Pillow Cases 99c pr.i

Towel Sale
20 x 40
TOWELS

3 for $1.00

22 x 44
BATH TOWELS
WASH
CLOTHS

99c Ea.
6 for 59c

20% OFF

PRICE

Yard Goods
Clearance
MorvAL. 3 Yds. $1.00
UP TO
$2.00 VAL
79c Yd.
UP TO
$4.00 VAL.
$1.99

Our BIG JANUARY CLEARANCE On LADIES READY-TO - WEAR
MEN'S CLOTHING and SHOES Is In PROGRESS!

Kasnow's Dept Store
OPEN FRIDAY RITES TILL 0:00

SATURDAYS TILL HI

tp

All Danes Near Sea

the
mune from suit "under
doctrine of sovereign Inimun..
Ity."
In the circuit court bill, Mr.
Appiewhite quotes the Vander•
wood book as followst
"There is still sporadic vioLance of the crudest sort: for
example, saw ApplewhIte, a
The author and publisher of defendant in the Riders trial,
Riders of Reelfoot was later killed by his son in a
"Night
Lake" are targets of a libel knife fight."
suit which has been filed in
The suit alleges that the
Court plaintiff Is the only son of saw
Chloe County Circuit
and which asks damages is the Applewhite and that the Inciamount of $50,000.
dent referred to in the book oc.
w • s curred more than 43 years ago
The defamation suit
of Bei/my while the plaintiff was •child.
brought on
D. ipplewhlto of Samburg who Mr. Applewhite was forced 10
claims statements in the book
"were published with such callous and willful disregard for
the truth that they were calmkated to defame, humiliate am!
embarrass" 1.Im.
Defendants In the suit include
Paul J. Vanderwood, author of
the book, published last year;
Memphis State University and
Mate
the publisher, Memphis
University Press.
Attorneys for Mr.
Applewhite are Charles Maness and
,Bruce Conley of Union City,
Memphis State University, In
• counter move, has asked the
court to dismiss the suit on
the grounds that Mr. Appleshits "Is attempting to maintain
an noconsented -suit against the
State of Thrinoasse... The university also maintains It Is im-

$50 000 Libel uit
Ffled Agamst Writer

COPENHAGEN—Denmart
'Judea the peninsula of Jutland
ind 402 islands, of which Se or,
inhabited. No Di,' Ile lives more
F)..,. 30 miles front the nearest
coast.

1

ANNUAL
CLEARANCE

SALE
AT ...

Th (c,o1o9Shop
—Union Ci

Reg. $4.25 Twin

FRIDAY NIGHT
FISH
FRY!

66

— RogMINNEAPOLIS,
ers C. B. Morton, President Nixon's choice to succeed Walter J.
Rickel as secretary of the interi-

Page 2

..
pointment by the U.S. Senate
Morton has been a Pillsbury director since 1.151.
Drug companies produce more
than eight billion amphetamine
tablets a year.

60INCHES WIDE — REG.$4.98 YARD
TAPPOON AND POPLIN TYPE SPORTS FABRIC

Reg. $1.19 Yard - - NOW 88c Yd.
Assorted Closeout Fabrics - lc per inch
ALL

(WITH FABRIC PURCHASE)

Tarter Sauce
French Fries

CLOSEOUT! VALUES TO $3.98!

Wool Flannel, Men's Suitings$1.88 yd.

,

-

Singer Zig-Zag Sewing Machine $77.00

FULTON SEWING CENTER
"Your Local SINGER Dealer"

Ir
UR
Rffilotn,
-741•11114.1111M

701 Broadway (Martin Highway) South Fulton

Phone 479-1922

Special! Smooth Textured

COTTON PERCALES

REG.
9.30

EACH

SAVE OW SHEETS.
AND CASES

A

AND ANNUAL CLEARANCE OF WINTER MERCHANDISE
BIG VALUE!

5
..00.11111111

100% COTTON
LOOK HOW YOU SAVE
YOUR BEST BUY
BONNIE MUSLIN
Stock up and save on fine
closely woven white
sheets. Extra durable. Fully Guaranteed. Full or
twin sizes.
1.55
1.70
.85

72x108 FLAT or TWIN FITTED
8Ix108 FLAT or FULL FITTED
42x36 CASES, pair
LADY MARGARET PERCALE
72x108 FLAT or TWIN FITTED
81x108 FLAT or FULL FITTED
42x38 CASES, pair
„joi

Solid Color

1.80
2.10
1.10

f-004

BEAUTIFUL BONNIE COLORS
72 X 104
FLAT or

TWIN
FITTED

2391`RA.17TUX7IEoDr

9
9
2

42 X 36
PILLOW
CASES

Pair

VELURA
TOWEL
ENSEMBLE
Trimmed With Beautiful

DRESSES

SEWS

Sizes 5 to 20
Now Reduced

Large Selection!
NOW

1/3 TO 1/2

1/3 OFF

24145-Inok

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS
$A88
yd.
wow

THROW RUG
$244
SPECIAL V

New designs . . . now colors.
moth.. washable and dryoble...
cream resistant. Textured de.
signs in white, pink, blue, lilac,
rose, maize, green, red and navy.
58/60 inches wide.

Think, fluffy 75Snylon•25%Docron•
polyester pile with novelty two.
tone design. Non-skid backing
Rose, topaz, blue, lime, cocoa,
raspberry, purple, tangerine and
• Dupont TM

Low Priced
$499
Fiberglass draperies or• oil
fashion, all pleasure with non.
of the work or bother. Launder
beautihilly. While and assorted
colors.
• Reg. TM

Low White Sale Prices

$1 211

"Beeline"
STEREO- PROMO
AM aid FM

FIBERGLAS'
DRAPERIES

NON-ALLERGENIC BED PILLOWS

1119

WASH CLOTH

50x84-inch

Regular '4"

OATH TOWEL

CLEARANCE!
Ladies

100% Textured

Schiffli Embroidery

GUEST TOWEL

1- Rack Ladies

(

THREAD and ZIPPERS 1/2 PRICE

DERBY
-47

Thursday, Jan. 14: 1971

or, has tendered his redpatioo
as a director of the Pillsbury
Co. milling lino.
A company announcement
Monday said the resignation
would be effective upon confirmation of Mottoes federal air

,JANUARY CLEARANCE SALFc-- 100% Polyester Double ICnit $2.98
YD

Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw

100% COTTON
60 x 76-IN. SIZE
STITCHED ENDS

Dacron Polyester
or Foam Rubber

$4.88

1111,11
- 16- 17

Fulton, Ky

Morton Resigns
Milling Position

pmnitipi

5 to 12 is. m.
All you can eat $1
Children 75c

BED PILLOWS BLANKETS

Reg. $5.25 Full

self-de-

SPECIAL! — NEW

NON-ALLERGENTIC COLORFUL PLAID

$3.

In

BOB JAOCIE
HOPE GLEASON
'HOW TO COMMIT
MARRIAGIr

e SALE
whitCONTINU
ES
PADS

his father

fense and in defense of other
the
members of the fam lly,
suit argues.
The bill declares the author
wrote "without regard or consideration for the truth" and
that his boot has caused Mr.
Applowtilte "extreme humiliation, embarrassment and mental anguish and his Impaired:11s
mental and physical well being."
Mr. Appiewhite
said
the
statements In question accuse
hint of Crude
and
Violence
that, by implication indicate
the violence occurred
'recently.

SkaAtite
-SAT..

01111111C11 $
BONNIE QUILTED
MATTRESS

shoot

44\

59e

Matching bath towels, guest towels
and wash cloths in white, green,
gold, blue and rose. Schiffli embroidered applique trim. Soft,
luxurious Velum finish terry.

DACRON FILLED
Flovol punt
percale Myer,
Corded edges.

$2" /

FOAM RUBBER

GET YOUR SHARE OF OUR JANUARY CLEARANCE SAVINGS!

Multiplex System

$99.88

LADIES COATS

PERMA - PRESSED

LARGE SELECTION
OF FABRICS

CAFE CURTAINS

P. N. HIRSCH & CO.

$18.00
VALUES TO $25.00

615 BROADWAY, SOUTH FULTON
-: - •:30 - 6.
•
Hours: •
s.

1.1.16=rinnher'

ASSORTED COLORS 36" Length

$2.49

•A3115.. • 'Mr.:VA...am

Page 2
S. Senate.
Ilibury
duce more
phetamlne

• •B
MEW

rd.
LCh
BLADE CUT

:CE

Chick Roast

694
79C

LB.

BONELESS

Check Roast

LB.

S.R. CHUNK

Yd.

SEA TROUT FILLETS OR

120Z.794
PKG

Halibut Steak

GREEN

Peppi

PRIME

Cet Cod
LOIN END

PINK OR WHITE (40's)

Braunschweiger "584 Pork Roast.:+
PLATTER SLICED
FIRST CUT
Bacon
LB
Pork Chops
BY THE PIECE
BACON
Bacon Squares LB 394 Ends & Pieces
ki.:

Grapefruit

47t

CENTER CUT

Rib Chops
CENTER CUT
Loin Chops

R

'ulton

4
LOOSE PACKAGES

A

CAMPBELL'S

Cracker Jacks EA 10G Tomato Juice

FoodALLtNLMtI
1BOLCAN
Dog
1OC Dried Peas.
tot'

Bli Mix

eoz.
CAN

15 OZ.
CAN

04

LIBBY'S

Tomato

524 104

CHARM

Northern Beans CAN
Pork

Booms

701 PKG.

994

(SAVE 20E) 48 OZ.BTL.

011
NOM

15 OZ.

KITTEN
104
15 OZ. CAN

.DESSE.FITS81 SIDE DISHES .."
(ALL VAR.) EA.
ALL GRAVY & SAUCE MIXES

2 OZ.
• PKG.104

C.
AN
..

Pillsbury Mixes

ASP AEROSOL 11-ea.

le Shave Cream

0A

C

BLUE RIBBON

Napkins

A&P
BO CT. PKG.104

120Z.CAN

nder
meld

THOPAPSONS CORNBREAD OR

p. TM
mime.

Muffin Mix

is

wth

Pork & BeauscAN
POLLUTION FREE DET.

104

10t

.......
STRONGHEART-DAILEV OR

'IOC

MARTHA
TH A

Potato Buds

16 OZ. CAN;

l4oZ.CAN

_r
•

CLASSIFIED ADS
So MUCH.. . .
for so LITTLE...
***woo**
Only 51 per word
to reach
6,500 Homes I

SIPES YOU AN
OPPORTUNITY

GO INTO BUSINESS

rir

INTIMSTIO IN TOUR
=VC( SIMEON ETPUIDICI NOT MR FINMICES
SUN OIL COMPANY WILL
.
I. afr
zt==
e
Feethozi
8.
st.8
airrap yew
"
deassigleeig

Ford Galoxie
500. Will consider track-in.
472-1000, Fulton.
FOR SALE; 1969

eftwacia
INT RR MIS NM YOU
OINK .... CALL 11111ASI
SUN OLL COMPANY

4. Melee Dee le

MAN OR WOMAN to supply
Rayleigh
with
consumers
Household Products. Can earn
$5 hourly and up. Write: Milton
Babcock, Rawleigh Co., Freeport, Ill. Phone: 815-2324161.

G. E. ZIPP
Union City
885-0804 Anytime

Fulton, Ky

.nursday, Jan. 14, 1971
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History Of County
Is Again Available

animation for much of her life
and baffled world-renowned doe.
toes, also is a part of the book,
The book takes each community In the county, some of
which have long vanished, and
gives Its history.

NEW BANKING HOURS

EFFECTIVE

Hair Wool

(Wednesday, January 6, 1971)

Indian

NEW DELHI

A locally published book which scientists at the Defense ReIncome tax returns prepared; soon became a collector's item search Laboratory have devel36. years experience. 207 Third, ,at a premium price has been oped a synthetic wool from hureprinted and is now available
472-4547. John W. Bostick.
man hair through a chemical
at a relatively low cost.
process, according to an official
County
asHistory,"
"Obion
Earn $7,200 annually growing
sembled and edited by the late report. The department said the
$2.00
Send
us!
Ginseng Root for
E.H. Marshall. former *editor of new wool would be useful in
(refundable) for seeds, con- the °Mon County
Commercial
snaking uniforms for soldiers
tract, instructions. GC Herbs; which later
was merged Into
high altitudes.
Union city Daily Manners- posted in
223 Pleasant St., Middleboro,
pr, Is now available in a hardMans. 02346.
bound edition at the M.A. Lancer
EXTRA INICOM E
Company on South First at$5.50
OPPORTUNITY
a copy.
MOBILE HOME SALES
Miss Helen Garth, niece of the
Reliable man or woman. No late newspaperman, arranged
to
selling. Refill and collect from with the Lancer company
new type coin-operated dispen- have 500 copies of the rare
sers in your area. We secure Id- book reprinted In answer to a
cations. Must have car, refer- number of requests for copies
past several years.
ences, $650 to $2200 cash in- during the
So difficult was the original to
vestment for equipment and
come by that copies were sellinventory. Ten hours weekly ing at $15 each- when they could
can net excellent income. For be found.
1
personal interview, write, inThe book, originally publishcluding phone number, to Lew- ed by The Messenger, contains
man Industries, Inc. 125 E. 270 pages and traces the hisShort St., Lexington, Ky. 40507. tory of ()Mon County from the
- Bank Rata Financing
first white settlement in 1819 to
about 1940.
'RENT Wheelchairs. crutches
use
good
made
Marshall
Mr.
and other convalescent aids at
and
of old newspaper files
CITY SUPER DRUG 4C8 Lake clippings, along with personal
MOBILE HOMIS SALES
Ky
citiFulton,
older
the
among
research
Vt.
2067 East Reelfoot Avenue
make
zens of the county, to
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
"Obion County History" a reasonably accurate, thorough and
Phone 11154151
colorful look into the past.
Unless you've read the book,
WILD Square Tires
for, example, you might not
know that only one legal hanging
was ever conducted here. But
1'
'• 'e.;
there were several others in
the early days when those outside the law would much rather
...s°
take their chances with lawmen
than groups of irate citizens
who would much rather hang
them summarily than bother with
the courts. An elm tree on the
was
often
old fairgrounds
used to dispatch the lawless from
this world into the next.
I
outlaw
that
Did you know
Jesse James and his brother,
Frank, once visited the Mon
s o me
County Fair to race
of this epihorses7 Details
sode also are in the bank.
The story of the mysterious
Beauty" of
near
"Sleeping
Woodland Mills, whose disease
B. Fulton -, Ns. 47547111
kept her In virtual suspended

OPEN EACH WEDNESDAY
(DRIVE-IN WINDOWS)

Olzikohire Parr

OPEN MON. THRU FRI.

8:00 A.M. - 2:30 P.M.

REOPEN FRIDAYS

400 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.

(MAIN BANK)

-Better 'haw'
-Better Prices
-Better Service

REOPEN FRIDAYS

CLOSED SATURDAYS

ilia •

"The Big Friendly Bank"

Open? Days A Week

Don't fight over your

INCOME

Ws easy to keep o sweet
dopostbon wion. inroits• tom
problees• gin you down lust
take it to KOCK where
homed loo Sea know tiny
onto.... Ouackly.ot low cost,
yovr tem t•tunt is dee. with
purtiromeed .cco,.ty. Vow
keep umiliagl

WANTED!
ow

LI FE

GUARANTEE
preparation of every tan eturn
acurteW
- guarantee aurate
that cost you any penalty or
errors
we make any
interest, we will pay the penalty or interest

rIf

MLR

FULTON BANK

Makoltirr 1.11arr

,

BOTH
FEDERAL
AND
STATE

/ O.
OC7(C

America's Largest Tax Service with Over 4000 Offices
ACROSS FROM THE FULTON LIBRARY

113 Washington Avenue Fulton, Ky.
Open 9: AM to 7: PM Weekdays
9 AM to 5 PM Saturday
Phone 472-3577

I
I

9:00 A.M. - 2:30 P.M.
4:00 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.

OPEN MON. THRU FRI.

MEMBER FDIC

Fulton, Kentucky

45411n-dk

.41W•1116.41116,11116411111.41111,...41,-411116,111a..4111...

441"..

G0ODA YEA

I
TIRES TRUED 1

l
a
R=

-11=11131MMIKEL.W.-7.;-:,:21177Z:

r

Wheels Balanced(
s
WHEELS ALIGNED

2PRICE
1
nd TIRE/
WHITEWALLS

44;:itS.
f0

You Save '16n to '2720 on Second Power Cushion Tire
Whitewall
Tuneless
Sine

CLEARANCE 11910 MODELS.
REG.PRICE

POLYESTER
4-PLY CORD

$3

SALE PRICE

$249.95

NO TRADE
NEEDED
USE OUR 114111 CHM POOGRAlir
Because of an expected heavy
demand for Goodyear tires, we
may run out of some sites during
this offer, but we will he nappy
to order your size tire at the
advertised price end issue you a
rain check for future delivery of
the merchandise.

WESTINGHOUSE

3

1-16-ft. Refrigerator RJK68

299.95

WESTINGHOUSE

1-Double-door 19-ft. Ref'r. RSK98
1- Westinghouse Dryer DE560L
19
1- Westinghouse Dryer DEJ45

449.95
165.95
165.95

7.35 014
7.75 x 14
1425 x 14
5.55. 14
8.85 014
7.75 x 15

3.25 0 15
8,550 15
8,55. 15

B-78-13

$33.55

$111.77

$1.7g

$36.05
$37.55

BUM
$18.77

$1.95
52.01

$39.80

$18.80

$2.14

ar,ss

,32..0

$2310

12.50

F-78-14
0-76-14
14-711-14

16

52
1 -Lawn Boy Riding Mower
2
1-5-pc. Bedroom Suite
1- Used Black & White Television
1 -Electric Organ

375.00
199.95
25.00
109.95

$27.1111
$18.77

$2.05

F-78-15
0-711-15

$39.80

$10.1111

$2.111

943.50

621.15

42.37

11-711-15
J-78-15
-

$47.110
$54.10
95(.40

Min
$27.05

$2.54
$2.75

Wale

1.

master charge

II,I,illiI

* OFFER!
BRAKE R8111.1NE
•Install brake linings on all
four wheels
•Inspect master cylinder and
hydraulic brake hoses
•Remove. clean, Inspect, and
repack front wheel bearinp,
add new fluid
•Adjust an four brakes

44141

Only
except
disc brakes
ene
foreign cars

°NEW Wheel Cylinders If NEEDED only .. $7.50 each
52.50 each
°DRUMS Turned if NEEDED only
'FRONT GREASE SEALS if NEEDED only $3.95 pair
each
only
'RETURN SPRINGS if NEEDED
'Master Cylinder, hoses, wheel bearings extra cost If NEEDED.
I I
III I VII I It
ft Ttif,
lttt1r 11 P.11

sor

145.95
75c ea.

$47.110

I

185.00

HOT WHEEL CARS, SPECIAL --

mr WAD,

GOODYEAR-THE ONLY MAKER OF POLYGLAIP TIRES

3

WESTINGHOUSE

1- Dryer 5W2734, 18-1b.

Restetb.lis
ternalla
barrow

C-78-13
2-78-14

WESTINGHOUSE

2

Wil Wm
w
Pries

an
Hurry-sale ends Sat night!• Free Mounting!

WAYS TO.-;PAY

219.95

1 -Washer 5W2937, 18-lb.

let Tire
Weviar
Pricer

Efts

1-78-14 ' $54.10$37.55
7.35 e 15 '17815

9.00 0 15

WESTINGHOUSE

1- Dishwasher SFK5A

6.50 x 13
7.00 x 14

•Smoo th no fiat-spot
ride • ToughTufsyn
rubber•Lowprofile
contour shoulder
%VW" steering...
control 0 Tripletempered 4-ply cord
body for durability

WESTINGHOUSE

1 -14-ft. Refrigerator RJK48

ovoryday low price!

who.you buyfirst tire ot

City Tire Co.
101 W. State Line

Coupon good at Goodyear Service Stores listed 111 Jan. 31
tI I

ii

11111111 Illegill

:I

OIL CHANCE &
LUBRICATION

23

•transmission and
differential oil check

23
•complete
chassis

44

lubrication
•full oil,
ADO NM MARIN
change

OK Li WO

I

I

I

Into

or

11111111.1.i/

111111111.AL

FREE LUBE
WITH ANY $10 AUTO SERVICE

23
23

My U.S. Cm
Coupon good at Goody's/ sondes Stores Ustsd

Jan. 31

Price Includes ell labor and oil
Cows good at Goodyear Unita Stores listed '1111 tag 31
loin

poirro IMO flii

II

I

IIMIMUUI

111110111111111041140100111111111111111IMMISIlfifitilififila

Now at1 your nearby GOODYEAR SE

WESTERN AUTO

-Riding Mowers 2X5210
1-Riding Mower

2

259.95
199.95

WESTERN AUTO
202 LAKE ST.

FULTON. ET.

PHONE: 472-2774

SERVICE STORES
GOODYEAR
USE OUR EASY PAY PLANI
100 WEST STATE LINE

FULTON, KENTUCKY
PHONE 472-1000
NEW STORE HOURS:-1:30 A.M.- 5:30 P. M. MON.thru SAT.

Tires aid batteries priced =pitilessly at the feller* Dealer:
CHARLES ROBERT BENNETT GOODYEAR 4th & Dept Mee, Ky.

•

WE ACCEPT U.S. GOV'T.
FOOD STAMPS

GODCHAUX

WITH ADD
49PURCHASES
OR
5 LB. BAG

10
LB.

SWEET SUE - 14-oz. CAN

ARMOUR'S VIENNA

PEAS No.2 Size 4 - 303 cans $1.00

SAUSAGE

1

CHILI

KELLY'S

4- 5-oz. Cans

RIB- EYE

IOFFEE
FOLGERS

790
tit RE RS,and HEINZ

BFOOD

3

69c

DETERGENT

BEANS

3- V2-oz.Cans ____ $1.00

HUNT'S

BUSH'S

FRUIT COCKTAIL 4 - 300 Cans $1.00

HOMINY

-TO
TCRA
HUNT'S

BUSH'S

CATSUP.

PICNICS

GIANT

750

59c

Tn-E
324°E. sC)

9 - 303 Cans

99c

9-303 Cans

99c

GOLDEN

LB.

LOIN

SHOW BOAT

49c

PEANUT BUTTER 1242...hr _

SPAGHETTI
MEXICAN HOT

(Cooking)

24-oz. Rot.

HUNT'S

TOMATO JUICE

49c

Pork Chops

LARD

OLEO18

Boston Style PORK

59t
MACKREL 270PUREX
29c MEAL
DRINK 3200z.
LB
CTN

lb.

LB.

300 SIZE

lb.

QT

STARCH

lb.

Half
Gal.

LB.

SEALDSWEET ORANCit.

6

CAN

4 PKG. 200z.

ACAFROZEN 4. Mos. Pkgs.

4.'

35c
49 DINNERS

GARDEN DELIGHT FROZEN

FRENCH FRIE§ 2 Lb.Bag _

35c
A

KITCHEN TREAT

12
.
C AN
A

Red Washed

20 LB.

POTATOES

7

0

BAG

Red or Golden Del
4 lb.
bag

5 LB BAG

Ballard & Pillsbury

Pillsbury Grape

ff& 4%

GOLDEN RIPE

180Z.

LB.

JARS

18 oz.
jar

5 LB. BAG 49c

111

Red

lb.

Exclud- 1
With this coupon and $5.00 Purchase.products
Tobacco
and
Cream
Ice
and
ing Milk
OR

1

$

98c

10 Lb.Bag

-.411111.e. -.111111e. -0111EW-

294

KITCHEN TREAT
FRUIT

HOLSUM PRESERVES

SAVE 49c

lb.

KITCHEN TREAT

11,0'OEM..411111111P-.IGINW 4111.P. •41111.P. 441111W
.
411

SUGAR

lb.

STRAWBERRIES 4- 10-oz. pkg. $1.00

8 oz.
can

-LIBERTY COUPON-

BOLOGNA 39
$129
494 STEAK
994 STEAK 98
STEAK
PIES
JUICE

37v APPLES
"L W BANANAS
I B UIT 100 JELLY
TUNA Strawberry 394RAPES 194
:tEnt. 394 COFFEE $ Imw7 TANGERINES

is

Daisyfresh

A

STILL WELL

Blue Seal

Wagners Orange

Old Fashioned Large

FRESH SLICED PORK

BOILING

Liquid Bleach

Lb. 99c

Lb. 65c

U.S. Prime ROUND

Beef (20 oz. pkgs.)

PATTIES
Beef
Cake Mix
PIES
19 oz.
Pkgs.

Shank Portion

Porter House

ROAST

99c

MARTHA WHITE

REELFOOT

YELLOW
O
SLIDS

Butt Portion

lb.

BEANS 9 - 303 Cans
99c
BUSH'S (Chopped)
46-oz. Can __ 39c TURNIP GREENS 9- 303 Cans _ _ 99c

,C0011•

JACK

35
lb.

WHITE

9-303 Cans

-CHICKEN PARTSLb. 49c
Breast
Lb. 49c
Thighs
Lb. 49c
Legs
Lb. 23c
Wings
Lb. 15c
Backs & Necks
Liver lb.79c Gizzards lb. 39c

Reelfoot

Qoarter._ .-.:.8iiced-as •

BLACK EYED PEAS 9 - 303 Cans 99c

Sl4EDD'S

Lb. 49c
Lb. 29c
Aumsszsig

HAMS

FRESH

GREAT NORTHERN

(Grated)

LB.

JOWLS

BUSH'S

SALMON _ _ Tall Can

U.S. CHOICE
FIRST
CUT

SLICED - SMOKED

LB.

PouriilEarl-103-611S-_ _ _ 99c
NAVY & Pun.° BEANS 9-303 Cans 99c

9c

4-oz. jar

49

12-oz. Pkg. 53c

FRANKS

BEEF LIVER

BUSH'S CANNED GeODS SALE

(Strainsoi

CHIEF CHUM

TUNA

2Lb.Pkg. 69c

TIDE

794

LB
CAN

Lb. 59c

BACON
REELFOOT - SKINLESS

25 Lb. Bag $1.89

CRISCO

MAXWELL HOUSE

Lb. 55c

BACON

FRESH SLICED

ItailakaglalklkaaGGIGG3MIDIDDIZIODIDOO4310;354

SHORTNING

LB.

REELFOOT - SLICED

150 cr. pkg. 41c

FLOUR

46-oz. Can 3k

Lb. $1.09

HOUSER VALLEY
SLICED RINDLESS

1194elluC
K OAST
EEFR
iiimBiurger 590

20 OZ.
LOAF

BAKE MASTER

TEXSUN - ORANGE - 44-ea. CAN

Lb. $1.29

SWISS STEAK

Lb. $1.99

CORN VALLEY

vivA
NAPKINS

46-oz. Can 49c

JUICE

STEAKS

240 BACON

2 1/2 Size_ _ 3- Cans 89c

MISS LIBERTY

TEXSUN - GRAPEFRUIT -4Ikos. CAN

STEAK
SHOULDER

CATSUP _ _ 20-02- _ _ 3 - Bottles $1.00

99c

10 Lb. Bag

Lb. $1.99

MISS LIBERTY - SLICED

PEACHES

WHOLE
LB.

CUBED

STEAKS

HUNT'S

BREAD

OIL

59c

WHOLE

HUNT'S

GOLD SEAL

Rk.HTEX

KC

15 1/2
can

owl gook_ DRIED PINTO and GREAT NORTHERN
4-Lb. Bag 49c
BEANS

VAN CAMP

COUNTRY SKILLET
U.S. INSPECTED

CHICKEN & DUMPLINGS

Cream Style _ .5 For__ $1.00

0E4, S

4At

BAG "

TEENIE WEENIE

FLOUR

South Fulton
Tenn

CECIL'S
111:
98tFRYERS

WE ARE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
(We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities)

TERME WEENIE - Wiwi* 5 • 303 CANS

CORN

Page 5-:7;

The prices in this ad are good from Wednesday. Jan. 13 Thru Tuesday. January 19th.

YOU ALWAYS SAVE MORE
AT CECIL'S LIBERTY

suGAR

Thursday, Jan. 14, 1971

Fulton, Ky.

Ili-Way 45
South Fulton, Tenn.
We Feature U. S.D. A. Gov't. Inspected U.S.Prime Heavy Beef

I

.0111GP 40111111110 444,

Folgers Instant 10 OZ. JAR

1.-A0

Fresh

LIMIT (3)

3 DOZ.ST

Thursday, Jan. 14, 1971
Fulton, Ky. '

Page 6

INGS
sSAV
MAXI
lalaSIWING
ISAVE!
rSPECiAt
IONS
ITJARtif
BOSTON BUTTS
lb. 39t

RIB STEAKS
ib.89t

LARD
4 59c
Lb.
cAuluN

REELFOOT

KRISP 'IV FRESH

a

9.5-oz,

POTATO CHIPS

49c

12-oz. Pkg.

HYDE PARK

BREAD

89c

3 For

20-oz.

REELFOOT CORN VALLEY

PORK STEAK
lb. 49c

PORK SAUSAGE
2 us. 69c

CAN BISCUITS
9C.5-oz 8
CANS

1
$

O'SAO E

PEACHES

2 1/2 Size 3ror _ _ 89c

Liver Cheese

EGGS

and an additional $5.00 purchase,
excluding milk and tobacco
DOZ.
products
Limit I Coupon Per Family.

Lb. 39c

PKGS.

$1.22

SHAMPOO 15-oz.
COLGATE

HAND LOTION

10 1/2-oz. _ _ _ _ 79c

OLD SPICE

4 3/4-oz. $1.29

300

CAN

BUSH'S 15-oz.

8 Cans

$IM

DISH Detergent

32-oz.

SANDWICH LOAF
39c
15 oz.

SHOWBOAT

69c

PORK 'N BEANS

EACH

98c ih

$1.29 1

For ---- $1.00

Lb.
Bag
5

EARS

/2 GALLON

1 OC

FLORIDA SWEET

FLORIDA SWEET

FLORIDA TEMPLE

CELLO BAG

12-oz.

BUSWS 13-oz.

For

8

NAVY BEANS

---- $1.00

CHICKEN OF SEA

This Ad Good Thursday, Jan. 14th Thru Wednesday, Jan. 20th, 1971.

100

PA( Ht 1,E

25c 4

6 if ON

•

REDEEM THIS COUPON NOW a

6 1/2-oz. Can

E W la

R Sons

,. •

: 1 - 20-71

Shop Early - We Close All Day On
SUNDAYS
Shop Early at E. W. James & Sons

SA

OLD JUDGE

FESTIVAL OR PARK LANE

SWEET PICKLES

11-0Z.
(P-3244,
5 91

1101 AL DANISH

15c iiiiiAs 10c
CELERY
ICE CREAM iiibblES 100 PEPPERS
INSTANT
COFFEE
490
ORANGES
59c
6
59 CORN
liumi 1.49
CARROTS 15c ORANGES 6 39C 100 POST TOASTIES
TUNA
10c
SAVE
.
,
•
.
SONS/
JAMES
PEAL
100
394
"MAXI-SAVINGS"
$1

5 Mai

RANBERRY SAUCE
4 roR

12-oz. Can

FLORIDA

STALK

STOKELY

$1.00

8 Cans

SPAGHETTI

2-02.
1
10/

AFTER SHAVE LOTION

11-oz. ____ 99c

BUSH'S 1S-ox.

Lb. 59c

SLICED BACON
PACQUIN

RE
AS

uX

PINTO BEANS

REELFOOT

PLUMP

INSTANT SHAVE

CAKE MIX
3.9k,

AS
LA

EAGLE RIVER

Lb. 69c

**WITH THIS COUPON**

Grade A Large

vo 5

COCONUT
3

tPepper Loaf
9
Bologna
Souse

BAB -B auE
Lb. 49c CHICKEN

COUNTRY STYLE
RIBS _

HENS

ROGERS FROZEN

DUNCAN - FINES

Lb. 69c

PORK CHOPS

Pickle &Piment
Beef & Bacon

Lb. 59t

FRESH

BUSH'S 15-oz.

LUNCH MEATS

PORK CHOPS
$1.00

CORN 303 Size 5 Cans
HYDE PARK

1311OB

6 OZ. REELFOOT SLICED

CENTER CUT

HART'S

PANCAKE MIX
2 29c

LOIN CUT

Lb. 49c

PORK CHOPS

LB

$1

MEXICAN STYLE BEANS 7 cans $1.00

Lb. 69c QUARTER LOIN SLICED _ _ Lb. 55t

END CUT

PARKAY
29e

‘•

CANS

GREAT NORTHERN BEANS 8 cans MOS

PORK

BONELESS

;4 1

LIGHT CRUST BUTTERMILK

Lb. 99c

FRESH LEAN TENDER

PORK CUTLETS

KRAFT

Lb. 39c

BOLOGNA

Lb. 59c CLUB STEAKS..

BOLOGNA

PUREX
29c

Quality Meat
Chunk Beef

U. S. CHOICE

REELFOOT ALL MEAT

HALF' GALLoN

DOG FOOD
4

BUSH'S 15-or.

(WW2 or Half-Stick)

LAKE BRAND

FRANKS

KAI.• KAN

FRESH LEAN PORK

U. S. CHOICE

REELFOOT

8

SUPERMARKET

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.

r211111111oloomoso"

WE ACCEPT U. S.
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMP

FUI
411111A-7

Supplement to the Fulton County News
Thursday. January 14, 1971

REXALL

Tremendous
Savings

CUTtYOUR COSTOFLIVING

Throughout
The
Store

13
1- Atil,E

HURRY/

AS ADVERTISED ON NBC TELEVISIONS -TODAY't TONIGHT'SHOWS,
LARGE SIZE SAVING

loillo

(D-937)

ASPIRIN

ASPIRIN

RUBBING
ALCOHOL

407,
OFF

5 Grain $1
"

ll-os.
(P.3244,

SHAVE
CREAM
55c

49

5, 91

9

Reg.
$1.00

EMERY BOARDS
REXALL

Multiple
41 Vitamins
AMTS.=
to mot.

Deodorants
2 oz.

One Tablet Daily

NINO

Hijiti"BLERci;HES

Croom or Roll-On

RkEALL

REXALL

REDI-SHAYE
AEROSOL

Pint
Rog. II3c

CARA
NOME

HEATING
PAD

With Iron
100 s $179

Rog $4.95
$32
%AISLE coup°
(X.3271

LADIES', MEN'S
PACK 0? 300

REXALL

WALLETS

TIMED-ACTION

Asst.
Stylos
rx-itstj

NASAL DECONGESTANT

BALLS

CAPSULES

,..uAal-E Coup,

ID 797)

"C H I C"

Sox of 10
For Nursory
or Malco-up.

=tsar!

(W-3672)

Mame Sublost P. Menge WNIkeen Notice and to too

59

83
Applicable. Itigla llo•ertod P. Lbolt Quantities. Subloct to Applicable

MIRROR
Lows

EVANS (Rema) DRUGS
212-214 LAKE
^4111P•7

PHONE: 472-2421

KENTUCKY

30'
4010

NEGIALS
ICI
MED
STO
CHE

o

REXALL

MILK of MAGNESIA

IR PLUM WV
elm

49,

Mild, antacid-laxative brings gentle relief!

,)( of
Ma7,ries

Plain or Mint Flavored — Rog. 73c.

1.1171•11 AVMS
161•••••
emme• ow/...a,

10.484, 354)

REXALL

REXALL

Rexall TRIPLE ACTION

XIDE
PERO
Syrup
Cough
Antiseptk cleaner f o r

WITCH
HAZEL

minor cuts and scratched

Relief from Mid-Winter coughs due to colds.

3%

10 vol.

A modkine chest must
sprains
and bruises. Astringent!

4for massaging

Soothes minor throat
irritations, loosens

Pint-Reg. 55c

_ _

Pint Size
Reg. 89c

phlegm. 4-oz.

Only

Reg. $1.19

2

79

Witch
I Hazel
....—

•••14.4•1 •••••••••.
owl me..
••41 •••14.
.0111•••••••

—

IU 285)
IU-3665)

(D-417)

REXALL

REXALL

VAPORIZERS

Mouthwashes

$4519

---ft.111111111r

49
Rig. `12.11S — REXALL

VAPORIZER
HUMIDIFIER

Breathtaking! Leaves
your mouth tingly
clean and fresh-ftistIng! MI - 31, Klenzo,
Blue Oral. Phi? Size.

Itar
IX-6671

$899

Operates 12 to 14 hours ea sae fallow Alletded.
Okas dello&
Ghia plaielaUI approved
ID 50, 71 537)

w

ci/OrovorFAMILKNEEDS
I

CANNON

WASH CLOTH
HEAVY
DUTY
(X-2783)

6c

RUBBER
GLOVES

GLOWSa

Small - Medium - Large

(8-900-2, 2513,
R-1500.1)

BATHROOM
TISSUE

HOUSEHOLD
HAMMER

WHITE

REX-WAY
BATHROOM

Pack of

IX 1796)

8-or.. with rubber-

SCALE

10 ROLLS

grip handle. Chrome

White, rectangular 'Cole with harmonizing vinyl mat. Accurate!

plated.

$5.95$298

((.645)

ADHESIVE
1005 014 QUALITY
TAPE
iZUBBER GOODS
1
13(4
50

Quik Bands

1/s" x 10 Yds. or
1" x 5 Yds. — Reg. 57c

ROXBURY
ROXBURY

57

FOUNTAIN
Hot Water I
SYRINGE
Bottle I Reg. $3.29

39
IW-4104, 07)

ORAL

or STUBBY

18.500, 1)

111M

FEVER THERMOMETER
ACCURATE, DEPINIDARLE
111N 1301, 2, 3,5, 6,7,)

Fever Thermometer
C * • *

Reg $239 I
$2.98
Me NB

MB EMI

69
2
$
Rill MN

Roxbury Combination
SYRINGE AND
WATER 110TTLE
First quality' Per preleoped
loom et complete personal
Isysteee. ft.d, With. Roo

$319
(11.269, 71)

18-550, 11

Jr"

LARGE511E SAVINGS!
REXALL
REXALL

Milk of Magnesia
TABLETS

MONACET
APC TABLETS

REXALL

$125

HAIR SETTING GEL

250s Reg. $1.49
Handy for Purse
or Pocket

/or %mower" reit*f
of hitadecheo

Bottle
of 200
Bottle
of 100

$
119
10-262)

Regular or Hard-To-Hold
Reg. $2.50 Pint

it'31
I

REXALL

73.

Hair Setting Lotion

10842. 3)

Regular or Hard-To-Hold, Rog. $1.59.
ICN-252. 4)

REXALL

R E X Al. L

BUFFERED
ASPIRIN

MINERAL
OIL

$129
(0.6871

ICN-1655-9)

-_44ST

HOME PERMANENT

Shampoo shaplol Shampoo, Coodltlenor
and noottallaor ell In towel Gentle, Regu-

Prevents and roller.. tompora
constipation.
Tasteless, odorless. Quart
Reg. $1.19

NSW Pain Relief without stomach upset
REXALL
Bottle of 200
BUJFFIX

MR_

$109

lar, Super, LIM* Oarle, Silver.

im 11

REXALL IRITE SIT

;
.„...

HAIR SPRAY

.93c

Rasp hair bright end stinting . .. ond In placid
Regular, camped, hard to hold, unstented. 13-e..
ICN-412, 13 14 70)

111

JOHNSON'S

GUARANTEED NON-RUN

PANTY HOSE

Normal, 01/y, Dry

BABY
HANIPOO

Rog. $1.98
15-oz.

5 cm.
Reg. $1.09

Bred
Shampoo
$ 13

9
QUEEN
11-7150-3)

—'
Hi-Impact

f

fel 76)

SPUNTEX

CLI
RA

ANNE

RROR

ASCOI
TA
Both

25
CI)
ASCORBICADO
MIME

6 inch
Porcelain Soso

PANTY
HOSE

99c
IX-3201)

1111

CLOSET
KOTEX ACCESSO
RIES
Sanitary Napkins
12'.— Rog. 62c

a
5(

JOIENSOW

230 fug.
100's
I.S. 81.11$

REXALL

VITAN
I Z-4000-2)

REXALL

CHILDREN'S
ASPIRIN
11
/
4 Grain
36's
Rog 29t

61

27

ID 944)

GLYCERIN
SUPPOSITORIES
REXALL

Adult, Children's
24's —
Rag, 89c
0-218, 21)

DIGITAL

••••

os

—

LADY SCHICK

"CLOCK
RADIO
A.M. — Walnut Groin
Hi-impact Plastic Case

88'

$11

NOR ELCO

MEN'S
SHAVER
2 Rotary Roads
On - Off Switch

ELECTRIC
SHAVER
Feminine Styling!
Dainty to Hold and Us..

67`

REXALL
D E NYLON
TOOTH BRUSHES
6 Styles

R69. 69e

27`

18-1041 .501

PAMPERS
Disposable Diapers
DAYTIME 30's
Reg. 61.98

$799

$1288
Pc-1

ASCORBIC ACID
TABLETS

REXALL BREWER'S
YEAST TABLETS
LAVENDER AEROSO

)V274. 5, 6)

Bottle of 100's

$2.16
250 mg.

VITAMIN B-12
CONCENTRATE
$3.29
25 mcg.
100's

$191

25.29
SO mcg.
100's

$317

29.49
100 mcg.
100's

$569

$129

$3.92
500 mg.
(V-256, 7)

Save on this vitamin
value. Bottle of 250
Rag. $1.98

Smooth shaving with a cool, re.
trashing hint of Lavendarl
IV

REXALL

REXALL

VITAMIN "C"
CHEINABLES

DICALCIUM
PHOSPHATE

230 mg.
100's
Rum. $1.011

REXALL

1V-947)

CHEWABLE

VITAMIN "C"
COMBINATION
2 16•1044 eft 120 tablets

$3.18
Reg $159
Vi 107)

9391

REXALL
ONE TABLET DAILY

E.g. $1.09

MULTIPLE
VITAMINS

3
TABLETS 0
100's
Reg. 21.390

$139

SHAVE
CREAM

W 715)

R1XALL

VITAMIN "B"
COMPLEX
CAPSULES
1%1271) 111671 $198
23.29

I

100,s
Plain

$127

With $209
Minerals
1V955, 958)

)P•3227, 81

SAVE! AVE

CREAMSand LOTIONS
2 PRICE
1
/

V2 PRICE

Reg. $2.50
CARA NOME

Rog. $2.50
CARA NOME

COLD
CREAM

Cleansing
Cream

Wool for normal or combination
skin! Ponotratos deep to rumor*
mako-up and dIrtl

Cleans cistop down as it insight,
/cos and whom dry skin and
matunt dry skin.

for maturo dry skintficiously
rich night croon, to koop your
complosion dewy frock and young
looking.

/sonar sadism,* smooth end proton dry,
weathor - chopped
hands. Nan -

HAND
LOTION

Lanolin-rich to smooth and
soften rough, roof hands. fragrant and creamy,

ONE QUART

Thermos
Bottle
Metal Case,
%amiss, glass
filler

22
Smart, modern styling with bold, easy to
read numbers. In Ivory, Sandalwood, Gold.

SEWING SUSAN

IX.2777)

REXALL

NEEDLES

I BUFFERED
(0 6891

21 Sliver-eye Noodles
with Throador

45`
1316 SAVINGS040iLETkiEs

Bottle
of 100

6

43c

$100

6 oz. size

REXALL

LIQUID
DETERGENT

(CN.3510)

After Bath Gel
or Lotion

Fragrant lotion for your dishes
and dolicat• fabrics. So gantlet
to your hands. Closer or Pink.

IDH-4034, 50)

69c

24-oz.

Reg. 69c

LORIE
• BUBBLE BATH
16 packets of fragrant bubble
power in four exciting scents1

ANTIPERSPIRANT
DEODCRANT

39

69
C

C

(P-)205)

an
nil. ...I II

1E7

TOOTHPASTE

51

REXALL BRIGHTENER

TOOTHPASTE
Daily too* car* for rho .at. fewItyl Proffitt", brialttons and chains
your tot". llotAnna.

53c

SPRAY
STARCH

(P-611)

55` 59

C Ea.

54c

(011.4016)

REXALL

CONTACT LENS
PRODUCTS AL
Rog. $1.75, 5es Wetting
Solution
big. $1.75, 4oz. Soaking
Solution

98c
98c

Rog. 75c—REX ALL

COOL BLUE

AEROSOL
DEODORANT Deodorant

Makes Ironing
a broom*

k.se
8PRAY

(MI-735, 6)

REXALL REDI-SPRAY

All - nay pespeodiso
. . beyond •
ewer" of • aloofial
label for Ow %%bolo
Sm.

53

22-oz.

MOS

22

73c

ASPIRIN

Aerosol Cologne

bollcoto scoof of odoontyro for alt-on, fresh/toss.

awe,
glass

-.-

3 Grain
Bottle of 100

Splash Cologne

tile

roltst

REXALL

MEDITERRANEAN CRUISE

ART

oak.

PastWIlme

o-4

NAIL POLISH
REMOVER
S oz.

k%.0110
*
(P-1524)

39c

' URRY'SALE ON NOW
H
,,,ABLE Cot.,
MINUTEMAN

CHEWABLE
VITAMINS
Fruit Navorod
Bottle of 100

$
121

ENVELOPES
& WRITING
TABLETS
I.4#c

33c

HEAD and
SHOULDERS
SHAMPOO
eg.

S195

$127

112N-3087, 9, 91, 3, 5, 7, 9,
3105, 7, 17, 33, 51

TEMFIC VALUES YOU WONT WANT ID MISS WHILE IN OUR STOW

WRITE YOUR OWN CHECK...

